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Abstract
Artificial Neural Networks are successfully solving a wide range of problems
with impressive performance. Nevertheless, often very little or nothing is un-
derstood in the workings behind these black-box solutions as they are hard
to interpret, let alone to explain. This thesis proposes a set of complemen-
tary interpretable visualization models of neural activity, developed through
prototyping, to answer the research question - ”How may neural activity of
Recurrent Neural Networks for text sequence prediction be represented, trans-
formed and visualized during the inference process to explain interpretable
functionality with respect to the text domain of some individual hidden neu-
rons, as well as automatically detect these?”. Specifically, a Vanilla and a
Long Short-Term Memory architecture are utilized for character respectively
word prediction as testbeds. The research method is experimental; causalities
between text features triggering neurons and detected patterns of correspond-
ing nerve impulses are investigated. The result reveals not only that there exist
neurons with clear and consistent feature-specific patterns of activity, but also
that the proposed models of visualization successfully may automatically de-
tect and interpretably present some of these.

Keywords— Explainability, Visualization, Recurrent Neural Networks, Neuron
Functionality, Text Prediction
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Sammanfattning
Artificiella Neurala Nätverk löser framgångsrikt ett brett spektrum av problem med
imponerande prestanda. Ändå är det ofta mycket lite eller ingenting som går att för-
stå bakom dessa svart-låda-lösningar, eftersom de är svåra att tolka och desto svårare
att förklara. Den här uppsatsen föreslår en uppsättning komplementerande tolknings-
bara visualiseringsmodeller av neural aktivitet, utvecklad genom prototypering, för
att besvara forskningsfrågan - ”Hur kan användningsprocessen av Rekurrenta Neu-
rala Nätverk för textgenerering visualiseras på ett sätt för att automatiskt detektera
och förklara tolkningsbar funktionalitet hos några enskilda dolda neuroner?”. Spe-
cifikt används en standard- och en LSTM (långt korttidsminne)-arkitektur för tecken-
respektive ordprediktering som testbäddar. Forskningsmetoden är experimentell; or-
sakssamband mellan specifika typer av tecken/ord i texten som triggar neuroner, och
detekterade mönster av motsvarande nervimpulser undersöks. Resultatet avslöjar inte
bara att neuroner med tydliga och konsekventa tecken/ord-specifika aktivitetsmönster
existerar, men också att de utvecklade modellerna för visualisering framgångsrikt kan
automatiskt upptäcka och tolkningsbart presentera några av dessa.

Nyckelord— Förklaringsbarhet, Visualisering, Rekurrenta Neurala Nätverk, Neu-
ronfunktionalitet, Textprediktering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Reading the beginning of a sentence, the brain has the ability to intuitively predict
likely words to follow. Based on experience, the complex network of biological neu-
rons in the brain learns to recognize patterns and perform such tasks. In the same
manner may complex Artificial Neural Networks (NNs)1 be used for predicting text
characters or words based on a text input, for instance from a keyboard input when
writing on a cell phone. Likewise the case of biological neurons, it is not clear whether
individual artificial neurons2 in a NN develop any specialized functionalities3 that are
interpretable in networks trained for text prediction. This thesis focuses on explain-
ability4 through visualization of neural activity, that is, how activation impulses5 from
neurons are distributed when triggered by certain text characters or words, to inves-
tigate whether there exist neurons with specialized functionalities. Additionally, the
possibility to automatically detect neurons with interesting behavior is developed and
tested.

1.1 Background
There is a great deal of research carried out within Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)6

and Natural Language Processing (NLP) for text7 together with implementations of
great performance, which in many cases is the target to optimize. To exemplify,
Mikolov et al. ”...have shown how to obtain significantly better accuracy of RNN
models...” [1], or Mesnil et al. present that their ”...results show that on this task,

1Mathematical models that can learn patterns to map inputs to outputs.
2The units in the NN of which the information propagates through.
3Any systematic contribution to output prediction.
4Ability to present interpretable patterns.
5Numerical function output of the artificial neurons.
6Artificial NNs with recurrent connections, i.e. output is also based on prior inputs.
7Regards how computers can represent text.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

both types of recurrent networks outperform the CRF baseline substantially,...” [2].
Investigation of how to understand and explain RNNs through visualization, how-
ever, is in comparison limited. Existing related work includes visualization of RNN
prediction with a variety of differently defined relevance scores, either presented by
heatmaps or by highlighting in the text domain. One such technique is using Layer-
Wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) to get relevance scores as done by Hu [3] and
Arras et al. [4], in both cases to visualize Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory
(Bi-LSTM) RNNs. Hu illustrated the relevance scores in heatmaps during word pre-
diction based on context words. Specifically, given instances of predicted words or
word class tags, relevance was provided for each context word. In addition, heatmaps
with relevance of context words with respect to all hidden state and input word dimen-
sions was presented. Arras et al. on the other hand applied the network on sentiment
prediction, that is, whether input sentences is of positive or negative character. Rather
than heatmaps, each input word was directly highlighted based on to what degree it
contributed either towards or against the predicted class. In the same paper, relevance
scores with LRP was complemented with neuron importance through gradient-based
sensitivity analysis, that is, squared derivatives of the prediction score with respect to
input word dimension. Very similarly to the latter method, Li et al. used so called
saliency scores for sentiment analysis with Vanilla (standard) RNNs, and networks
with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Bi-LSTM units [5]. The scores were
illustrated with heatmaps and correspond to magnitude of first order derivative of the
loss function with respect to input word dimensions. Furthermore, heatmaps of im-
portance scores based on variance was provided where, for each word, deviation of
each word embedding dimension from its average was calculated.

As opposed to considering relevance in terms of contribution to prediction, Karpa-
thy et al. provided highlighting of predicted characters based on activation on some
isolated hidden LSTM neurons of interest [6]. These neurons were manually found
by looking at patterns of neuron functionality.

Interesting neuron properties is nevertheless not necessarily found by being promi-
nent. On the contrary, the visualization tool by Strobelt et al. matches and extracts
neurons with similar hidden state patterns based on a selected sequence of words to
then be plotted with activation curves [7]. The matching process filters out neurons
that are, defined by some threshold, activated during the specified sequence. In addi-
tion, by request they may be required to be inactive right before and after the sequence
as well. Moreover, the tool provides other sequences in the text with similar hidden
state patterns. These matches are complemented with annotations such as heatmaps
of the sequences part-of-speech tags.

The related work involves both sentiment analysis and text sequence generation.
The latter, utilized in this thesis, commonly consists of either character prediction as
implemented by Graves [8], or word-prediction as performed by Lopyrey [9].
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1.2 Problem
One challenge in explainability of what is happening in a RNN, to find any neuron
functionality, is the high dimensionality with regards to for instance hidden neurons8,
or domain representation9. This may typically involve millions of parameters that
undergo repeated transformations with temporal variety [7]. To avoid any ambiguity
what terms like explainability or neuron functionality are referring to in this thesis,
lets introduce some definitions. Note that most of these definitions are stipulative and
introduced in and for this work.

Definition 1.1. Explainability: Ability to present interpretable patterns of neural ac-
tivity.

Definition 1.2. Interpretability: The degree to which a human can consistently predict
the model’s result [10].

Remark. This definition is by Kim et al. Another definition of interpretability by
Miller et al. is The degree to which a human can understand the cause of a decision
[11].

Definition 1.3. Neural activity: The temporal evolution of neuron states.

Remark. This refers to how neuron states change over time.

Definition 1.4. Neuron states: The momentary activations of the neurons for a given
time step.

Remark. Neuron activations are simply the numerical outputs of the artificial neurons
in a NN, note that this can either be the value before or after applying the squashing
activation function, i.e. x respectively σ(x) in the suggested activation function in
equation (1.1). The choice does affect the magnitude of the values but usually not any
patterns.10 A time step here corresponds to a prediction step.

Definition 1.5. Patterns: Clear and consistent deviation of neuron states for specific
features.

Definition 1.6. Features: Certain instances, syntax patterns or classes in the text
domain.

Remark. This could for instance be spaces, periods, capital letters, words beginning
with capital letters, word classes such as verbs etc.

8Neurons in the inner layers of the NN as opposed to the ones in the input or output layer
that may have explicit representation with respect to the input or output (text) domain.

9How text entities such as characters and words are represented.
10Patterns stay intact after transformation of the activation function in the range where the

activation function is monotonically increasing, of which often is the case.
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Definition 1.7. Neuron functionalities: Neurons having feature-specific patterns of
activations that as well do have an impact on the prediction for these features.

Remark. Having an impact on the prediction means that the patterns of activations
does not vanish in succeeding layers of the NN but instead contributes to increase the
probability of predicting characters or words corresponding to the feature.

The dimensionality in a NN needs to be sufficiently large for expressibility. This
means that the NN is able to represent the domain properly as well as providing a set
of (activation) functions complex enough so that required neuron functionality may be
achieved for satisfying performance. The principle is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where
the neuron dimensionality11 determines the complexity of hidden and output func-
tions. These are shaped by applying non-linear activation functions at layer outputs
and linearly combining these at layer inputs. In the example of the figure, the acti-
vation functions are sigmoidal i.e. S-shaped as seen alone in the far-left of the five
function surfaces, and could for instance be the logistic function

σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x
, (1.1)

for some weighted sum x as neuron input. Whereas there is no theoretical requirement
on having many hidden layers for expressibility, the number of hidden neurons needs
to be sufficiently large [12].

Figure 1.1: Illustration of how neuron dimensionality may allow expressibility
by shaping activation functions to complex combinations.

To explain the domain, such as word similarity or patterns of neural activity,
smaller subsets are important for interpretable visualization. This may be achieved
through subset projection, or simply by selecting certain features.

11Number of neurons either distributed in a few or many layers.
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Most of the related work mentioned in Section 1.1 Background utilizes full-sized
RNNs architecture for expressibility, i.e. not being compromised to facilitate explain-
ability, to perform the tasks of text prediction. The explainability through visualiza-
tion was in the related work either done by heatmaps to give an overview of many rel-
evant features12 [4, 5], manual extraction of neurons to clearly demonstrate instances
of patterns [6], or automatic detection of matching neurons [7]. The first approach of
heatmaps is useful to get an overview, but the dimensionality is typically too large to
give insights of patterns, as illustrated in Figure 1.2 that presents neural activity of all
neurons (vertical axis) in only one hidden layer when predicting a text sequence for
about 200words (horizontal axis). The color of each pixel represents each neuron state
for respective prediction step. The second approach of selecting only a few neurons

Figure 1.2: Example of a heatmap representation of neural activity that is
not interpretable (see Definition 1.2). This illustrates the difficulty of gaining
insights of patterns when presenting a heatmap for all neurons in a specific
hidden layer and for many time-steps of predicted words.

that appear to have interesting patterns with respect to the text domain conveys very
clear insights of the importance and eventual functionality of those neurons. Never-
theless, manually searching through all neurons to then extract these subjectively is
very time consuming. Lastly, the existing technique by Strobelt et al. [7] of auto-
matically matching patterns of neural activity makes the process of finding relevant
neurons efficient. Though, any found set of similar neural activities might be very
abstract and not necessarily clearly provide information about what kind of pattern

12Either features qua Definition 1.6 or for instance word embedding dimensions etc.
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they correspond with respect to the text domain.
A relevant knowledge gap to fill is to be able to combine these advantages by

automatically detecting patterns of neural activity of only a few prominent neurons,
but such patterns that also can be directly interpretable with respect to the text domain.
This can be considered as a combination of the models utilized in the presented related
work [5, 6, 7], however, additional complementing models need to be developed to
achieve this. Any developed prototypes that successfully demonstrates visualization
of neuron functionality with respect to the text domain will itself be the answer of the
research question of how to do this, which will be specified in upcoming Section 1.3
Purpose.

Note that any RNN to visualize may be applied to a variety of tasks, for instance
sentiment analysis or text sequence prediction as mentioned in the presented related
work. Both of these may be interesting from a point of view of explainability, the lat-
ter however provides a more diverse set of aspects for explainability of functionalities,
since grammar is more complex than sentiment classification, and is thus of focus in
this thesis. Text sequence prediction itself can done in many different ways, for in-
stance on character- [8] and word-level [9] as suggested in Section 1.1 Background.
The choice might lead to different advantages - prediction on a character-level does
for instance allow for non-word strings e.g. web addresses or multi-digit strings [8],
whereas word-level prediction in general gives better accuracy [13]. For visualiza-
tion and interpretability of functionalities, the type of text content is not particularly
relevant itself, neither is the accuracy (as long as being good enough to capture func-
tionalities), why the choice of text sequence prediction solution and RNN architecture
might be quite arbitrary and thus not a part of this research to experiment with.

1.3 Purpose
The purpose of this work is to fill the knowledge gap as described in Section 1.2
Problem by answering the research question to now be specified -

Howmay neural activity of Recurrent Neural Networks for text sequence
prediction be represented, transformed and visualized during the infer-
ence process to explain interpretable functionality with respect to the
text domain of some individual hidden neurons, as well as automatically
detect these?

Stipulative definitions to clarify neural activity, explain and (neuron) functionality are
provided through Definitions 1.1-1.7. The inference process refers to the step when
using the RNN, i.e. during prediction, as opposed to the training phase of the network.
Furthermore, to automatically detect means in this context that, given some hidden
layer and some feature, the model goes through all neurons in the layer and presents
the hypothesized most relevant neurons for the feature of interest. In order to verify
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these hypotheses, interpretive patterns needs to be confirmed, that involves having a
model of visualization that clearly and consistently convinces visually that the par-
ticular features of interest and the neuron’s response activation values are correlated,
that is, its activation has a deviating value for the feature. Finally, functionality is
confirmed when showing that these hypothesized relevant neurons additionally have
an impact on the predictions in accordance with these patterns.

1.4 Goal
The long-term goal of the work in this thesis is to contribute with

• Trust of RNN performance to

(i) Assure developers that the models generalize well,

(ii) Convince users that this confidence is justifiable,

• Insights of how to improve the models.

RNNs are performing great for their intended applications. Though, inductively
generalizing that shown instances of great result implies that any result may be as
adequate is not justifiable. The very complexity of RNNs makes them arduous to
understand, yet, transparency is needed to gain trust of them. Ability to explain the
internal process of RNNs might provide developers with trust that their models will
perform well also with new data, as any test data biased towards the training data may
suffer from external validity and misleadingly show convincing accuracy.

Furthermore, explainability might be very important to convince users that the
service in fact will be reliable for their application. Even if any visualization may not
be fully interpretable for a user without sufficient knowledge in Multivariable Calcu-
lus13 or Machine Learning (ML)14, it may convince that at least the developers have
reason to be confident with their systems.

Another relevant aspect of transparency and better understanding of RNNs, from
the perspective of developers, is that it may reveal how to improve the performance
of the model. Any systematic error of RNNs for instance might be backtracked to be
discovered and pinpointed in the hidden layers. Redundant RNN architecture may as
well be found and eliminated to achieve better performance with models that are not
too complex and risk overfitting (see ”The problem of overfitting” [14]). Unlike the
common regularization method of Dropout [15] used today to avoid this where neu-
rons are randomly removed, it is reasonably much more systematic to test removing a
set of neurons that are, through visualization, hypothesized to lack functionality.

The concrete objective of this thesis is proposing and implementing
13A field of mathematics.
14A field where models are developed to automatically learn patterns to solve tasks.
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• RNNs that are able to generate grammatically proper text sequences and

• Models of visualization to explain these networks

that adequately can provide insights of the underlying process of RNNs while operat-
ing on text prediction. With regards to discussion in Section 1.2 Problem, a reasonable
expectation is that for a well working RNN, detected patterns of neural activity may
be revealed and visualized for at least some neurons.

1.5 Sustainability, Social Benefits andEthics
On top of the advantages of the work mentioned in Section 1.4 Goal including con-
vincing developers and users of reliable RNN performance andmeans to improve it by
eliminating redundant RNN architecture, the latter might save computational power.
This leads directly to saving energy resources, especially for huge NNs taking servers
months to train. This workmight of that reason contribute to sustainable development.
Furthermore, the work contributes with other benefits for the society. Specifically, the
explainability of NNs may be socially beneficial in terms of trust, ethics respectively
regulations by

• Providing trust to researchers and for the field,

• Convincing users that the systems are secure and allow incidents to be analyzed,

• Providing tools to meet laws and regulations.

As explainability may enlighten about the structure and systemics in NNs, trust
may be gained by researchers and of the research area itself by showing that they are
reliable and convince that the research field is worth injecting further resources in.

Furthermore, any user of a system based on RNNs, or Artificial Intelligence (AI)
in general, needs to be explained how a decision is deduced and convinced that the
system is secure to trust [16]. For a text document classifier, being convinced of
good performance may be sufficient, but ensuring transparency for instance of an
autonomous vehicle system such as an Intelligent Traffic Intersection Manager [17]
might be crucial for convincing users before use as well as allowing analyzation of
incidents afterwards.

Finally, with introduced data privacy regulation through theGeneral Data Protec-
tion Regulation, or GDPR, black box solutions in a product may not even be allowed.
Visualization may facilitate in collecting evidence to ensure that laws and regulations
are followed.

Naturally, the system may too have negative potential effects in terms of sustain-
ability, social aspects and ethics. For instance, improved performance of NNs due to
explainability may in the case of the autonomous vehicle system allow for more traffic
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flow of which has an environmental negative effect. In addition, an ethical predica-
ment is that explainability gives more knowledge of these systems and may, as in any
discipline, be misconducted.

1.6 Research Method
To ensure that well-suited research methods and methodologies are utilized, these
are carefully selected in accordance with a portal providing these and their relations
[18]. Research methods and approaches, described later in this section, should be
considered and decided in an early stage. This is to later on assist in choosing and
applying research strategies and methodologies, covered in Chapter 3 Methodology,
that matches well. This will in turn prevent putting unnecessary effort on developing
or implementing methods of data analysis or quality assurance for instance that do not
fit chosen research methods.

The research method and approach for this thesis are summarized in the flowchart
of Figure 1.3. Firstly, the fundamental category of research method should be deter-

Qualitative,
Quantitative?

(Non-Experimental,
Empirical,
Analytical,
Conceptual)

Experimental,
Descriptive

Fundamental,
Applied

dummy text dummy text

(Inductive) Deductivedummy text dummy textAbductive

Quantitative

Experimental

Abductive

Research
method
category

Research
method

Research
approach

QuantitativeQualitative

Figure 1.3: Flowchart of well-suited research methods and approaches (left
column of blue, overlapping, blocks) based on portal [18] and which of these
are utilized for this thesis (far-right column of green blocks). The far-left re-
search methods (in the middle row) and approach (in the bottom row) within
parentheses are not of relevance in this thesis since the quantitative research
method category is chosen (top-right block) from the diamond-shaped deci-
sion block (top-left and orange).
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mined, that is, whether the research method will be qualitative or quantitative, which
is illustrated in the top diamond shaped decision block in the figure. Qualitative meth-
ods are for exploration based on unstructured data for instance to get insights of un-
derlying reasons or opinions. They assist in development of new hypotheses [19].
Quantitative methods, on the other hand, are based on large, structured, data sets and
use for instance experiments, simulations and statistics to answer clearly formulated
hypotheses [18]. This thesis aims to answer the defined research question in Section
1.3 Purpose, which can be done either with qualitative or quantitative methods. Even
if the research question is a ”how”-question and some kind of exploration will be per-
formed to combine and develop models of visualization, the expected outcome to test
is very clearly defined; the research question will simply be answered by confirming
the hypothesis that neuron functionality with respect to the text domain exists, can be
detected and finally visualized. Any new underlying phenomena are not intended to
be found as the phenomenon of interest already is shown in related work [5, 6, 7] i.e.
neuron functionalities, the step to take in this thesis is to detect and show this phe-
nomenon which may be done experimentally, with simulation or statistical methods.
Hence, the quantitative research method is suitable and used in this thesis, shown in
the top-right block in the figure.

As the quantitative category is chosen, the research methods Experimental, De-
scriptive, Fundamental and Applied are suitable [18], represented in the center block
of the figure with solid lines. Experimental research involves investigating causali-
ties between variables through interference while ideally only changing one at a time.
Descriptive research regards accurately providing the characteristics of a situation,
relation or a group of persons rather than its causes [20, 18]. Fundamental research
strives after achieving new knowledge about basic principles in phenomena and facts
[21]. Finally, applied research focuses in finding applied solutions to specific issues
in for instance society or an organization. Unlike fundamental research, applied re-
search is often concerned with external validity, [22] i.e. to what extent conclusions
of a study holds in other contexts [23]. The two latter research methods overlap with
the dashed block in the middle-left of the figure, meaning that they also work with
the qualitative method category. This block contains the qualitative-specific research
methods Non-Experimental, Empirical, Analytical and Conceptual. These are within
parentheses in the figure to indicate that these will not be described, since they are
not of relevance for this thesis as the quantitative approach is chosen. In order to
find models of visualization and explain neuron functionality according to Section
1.3 Purpose, the experimental research method will be used, as shown in the far-right
middle block of the figure. This implies to manipulate features of interest and check
upon how response patterns in the visualizations changes accordingly.

In the same fashion as research methods were presented and chosen, the figure
finally presents research approaches in the bottom row. The inductive approach is of
qualitative character and will not be described, thus, it remains to choose between
the Deductive and Abductive one. Deduction deals with certainties meaning that in-
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ferences based on true premises will lead to true conclusions [24]. This means that
known facts in the premises merely are rearranged in the conclusions. The abductive
approach instead regards concluding the hypothesis that gives the best possible expla-
nation given the data [18, 24]. Thus, contrariwise to deductive inferences, abductive
reasoning begins from some observed result and finds the cause that best explains it.

Because of the complexity of NNs, it is not possible to deductively derive out-
comes such neuron functionality. Of that reason, the abductive approach is chosen
where the most likely explanations of patterns in the visualizations will be concluded
based on observations of RNNs.

1.7 Delimitations
Even though any result of this work may be applied to most different architectures
of NNs, only RNNs are utilized in this thesis. Moreover, only the neurons with the
recurrent connections in the RNNs are visualized, that is, any neurons in succeeding
layers towards the predicted output are left out. Furthermore, visualization of the
training process is excluded to only focus on the inference process. Finally, the most
important delimitation of this work, as specified in the research question of Section
1.3 Purpose, is that only a few hypothesized neurons will be attempted to be detected
to visualize their feature-specific functionalities.

1.8 Outline
In Chapter 2 Theoretical Background, a rigid background of relevant theory for the
work is presented. Then in Chapter 3 Methodology, research and software develop-
ment methodologies are introduced on a theoretical level and the ones employed for
this thesis are specified. In addition, an introduction of the application of these on an
abstract level is included in the chapter. Moreover, concrete specification of the ap-
plication of existing methods is conveyed in Chapter 4 Method Application, involving
methods and algorithms with chosen parameters and data sets, needed for setting up
the testbeds. Furthermore, initially in Chapter 5 Result, application of methodologies
is completed by presenting proposed visualization artifacts of this thesis, followed
by experimental results i.e. samples of generated text sequences with corresponding
visualizations. These and the methodology in general are thereafter analyzed in Chap-
ter 6 Discussion. Finally, the work is concluded in Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future
Work.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

This section provides relevant theoretical background for upcoming chapters in this
thesis. To begin with, some theory of ML is introduced in Section 2.1 Machine
Learning. Then, theory of the testbed application of text prediction is covered in
Section 2.2 Natural Language Processing for Text. Finally, somemathematical frame-
works to be utilized in proposed algorithms of visualization are described in Section
2.3 Methods of Mathematical Analysis.

2.1 Machine Learning
ML is a sub-field of AI focusing on models to solve task-specific problems by auto-
matically learning patterns in data without being explicitly programmed. One type
of such model are NNs that are described in Section 2.1.1 Artificial Neural Networks
and 2.1.2 Recurrent Neural Networks. Visualization of ML in general is then covered
in Section 2.1.3 Visualization to Explain Machine Learning.

2.1.1 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial NNs are mutatis mutandis analogously similar to the brain based on net-
works with a large quantity of simple neurons, that together can synergically provide
complex functionality. The anatomy of a biological neuron1 and an illustration of the
artificial neuron are depicted in Figure 2.1. For the biological neuron, a nerve im-
pulse, or action potential, propagates through the nerve cell from the synapse to the
synaptic end terminals. The synaptic plasticity and memory hypothesis implies that
synaptic plasticity is activated at suitable synapses as memory is formed and stored
during learning [25]. Similarly, the artificial neurons take in an input signal xi which

1A nerve cell.

12
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(a) Anatomy of a biological neuron showing synaptic connections, where it
is hypothesized that memory is stored [25]. Nerve impulses received from
these synapses propagates through the neuron to the synaptic end terminals.
Image is from Figure 12.22 in Anatomy & Physiology [26].

y =

a (
∑
wixi)

x1

x2

...

xn

xb ≡ 1

y

w1

w2

wn

wb

(b) An artificial neuron where memory is stored in weights wi which deter-
mines how input signals xi propagates andwith activation a triggers an output
signal y. A bias weight is included in wb.

Figure 2.1: Illustrated comparison between a biological neuron and an artifi-
cial neuron.
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propagates to an output signal y = a (
∑
wixi) for some activation function a (de-

scribed later in this section) and where its corresponding set of weights {wi} is where
memory is stored, which like the synaptic weights makes up the connectivity between
neurons. Likewise the synaptic plasticity in biological neurons, weight adaption for
the artificial ones is performed during learning according to Hebb’s rule, summarized
by C. Shatz [27] that ”...[nerve] cells that fire together wire together”, implying that
memory is correlational.2 Even though there are multiple aspects of the biological
neurons that the artificial neurons do not model, such as creations of connections in
the dendrites and axon or timing of signals, the artificial neural model is sufficient for
many tasks such as classification [28] or prediction.

By properly connecting a set of artificial neurons, a NN is created. This network
can be trained and used to solve specific tasks and imitate other systems. Note, how-
ever, that a NN does not learn the functionality of any target systems it might be used
to imitate, but rather learns to map inputs to outputs accordingly. A simple multi-layer
feed-forward3 NN, or perceptron, is depicted in Figure 2.2. There is one input layer
x, one output layer y and hidden layers in between. The network is fully connected,
meaning that between two layers l − 1, l, all neurons in layer l − 1 (including the
bias neuron with output ybl−1 ≡ 1) are connected with all neurons in the succeeding
layer l (except its bias neuron) according to a weight matrix Wl storing each weight
wij between the ith neuron in the previous layer and the jth neuron in the succeeding
layer. Since this network is fully connected, there is no lateral connectivity, that is, no
connections between neurons in the same layer.

Any output layer vector

yl =

 al (Wl−1yl−1)

ybl−1 =

{
1, if l ≤ nhidden layers
∅ otherwise


∀ l ∈

{
1, 2, . . . , nhidden layers + 1 | y0 ≡

(
x

1

)}
(2.1)

where the weight matrix Wl−1 is multiplied with the output yl−1 of previous layer
(including the concatenated element ybl−1 ≡ 1 corresponding to the factor producing
the bias after the weight multiplication) and al is an element-wise activation func-
tion of the layer. This activation function could for instance be the logistic function
according to equation (1.1), the Rectified Linear Unit function

ReLU(x) = max(0, x), (2.2)

2Consider the phenomenon of how certain scents or songs might instantaneously cause
clear memories being recalled.

3An architecture where connections only allows signals to propagate forward i.e. towards
the output.
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Figure 2.2: A simple topology of a feed-forward artificial NN with multiple
hidden layers. Note that the bias inputs are not depicted as in Figure 2.1b.

or the Tangens hyperbolicus function

tanh(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
. (2.3)

This way, the input forward propagates through the network to the output which may
represent a classification based on the input being for instance a word or an image.
This process is also referred to as the Forward Pass.

In order to adapt the weights during learning, a label4 (or target) zi of a (final
layer) output instance yi is used to calculate the error i.e. difference yi − zi between
the predicted output and its label. Then, a loss function L is used such as the Mean
Square Error function

MSE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
yi − zi

)2
(2.4)

to calculate the mean score or performance of a series of n predictions, where L = 0

means that the NN correctly predicts all samples. MinimizingL such as equation (2.4)
subject the output function y ≡ ynhidden layers+1

in equation (2.1) is an optimization
problem with a great deal of dimensions.

The used approach for this optimization problem is the numericalmethod Stochas-
tic Gradient Descent (SGD) [29], that is, to update the weights and any other param-
eters represented by θ according to

θ = θ − η∂L
∂θ

(2.5)

4The text entity vector representing the next instance, i.e. character or word, in the training
corpus.
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for some arbitrary learning rate η, where the loss functionL is based on a (mini-)batch
of samples each update. The alternative is to update the parameters after each train-
ing sample but may not be computationally efficient, thus the SGD provides average
gradients based on each batch of samples. The gradient, i.e. partial derivative of loss
function with respect to any set of parameter in the network such as weights Wl for
some layer l, is derived analytically and then iteratively updated through backpropa-
gation [30].

2.1.2 Recurrent Neural Networks
Recall the feed-forward NN as shown in Figure 2.2 of Section 2.1.1 Artificial Neu-
ral Networks, that simply generates the output based on one input, independently of
previous inputs, which works fine for classifying an image as an example. When
the output however is based on previous inputs as well, for instance when predicting
”blue” from ”The”, ”sky”, ”is”, then the NN needs to have recurrent connections
and be able to store a current state. This is fulfilled with a RNN and is depicted in
Figure 2.3, where the arrows pointing in the horizontal direction represent recurrent
flow and the (hidden) momentary states are stored in ht.

Figure 2.3: An illustration of a simple RNN with a time delayed recurrent
connection (left) explained by the unrolled version (right). Image from [31].

Vanilla Recurrent Neural Network

The simplest RNN is a Vanilla, or standard, architecture. Its hidden state ht accord-
ing to Figure 2.3, as well as an output ot, are simply one or multiple hidden layers
respectively the output layer seen in Figure 2.2. That is, a layer of neurons without
lateral connectivity. An example that highlights the architecture of an vanilla RNN
and that demonstrates how it works is provided in Figure 2.4. This shows states of
input, hidden and output neurons for each time step when predicting the character
sequence ”ello” from ”h”. In this Vanilla RNN, the weights are stored in the matri-
cesWxh,Whh andWhy. Representation of the characters and other domains will be
covered in detail in Section 2.2.1 Domain Representation.
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Figure 2.4: An example of how a Vanilla RNN works when predicting the
character sequence ”ello” from ”h”. Image from [32].

Long Short-term Memory

Vanilla RNNs as described in previous Section 2.1.2Vanilla Recurrent Neural Network
are in general hard to train. This is due to the vanishing gradient problem that in-
hibits any long-term memory of which in turn causes instabilities while predicting se-
quences [33]. However, using LSTM units proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber
[34] solves this problem of ”amnesia” [35], even if care needs to be taken as exploding
gradients still might be a problem in LSTM networks [36]. The long-term dependen-
cies that LSTMs allow for may provide a predicted word based on earlier sentences, as
opposed to only the last few words, for instance ”cloudy” rather than ”blue” from ”It
is raining. [...] The sky is ”. An architecture of an unfolded LSTM cell is presented in
Figure 2.5, note however that the inner connectivity may have other configurations of
topology. The boxes are labeled according to the activation functions they apply, i.e.
the logistic and tangens hyperbolic function σ and tanh in equation (1.1) and (2.3).
The symbol ⊗, or �, respectively ⊕ correspond to element-wise multiplication and
addition between all states and gate outputs. Now, the inner gates and states specified
with notation ft, it, ct, ot, Ct and ht in the figure are expressed in equations (2.6-2.11)
with explanations [31]. They are based on corresponding weightsW and biases b.

To begin with, there is a forget gate

ft = σ

(
Wf

(
ht−1
xt

)
+ bf

)
∈ [0, 1] (2.6)

that determines what information to get rid of, where the sigmoid activation function
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Figure 2.5: A LSTM cell architecture being unrolled. The original image from
[31] is edited with added specifications of hidden gates and states.

σ as in equation (1.1) squashes the input into a number between 0, corresponding
to entirely forgetting, and 1, meaning to completely remembering the feature5. For
instance, if a text description switches focus to another person, the previous name
should be forgotten for the moment.

Then, the input gate output it � c̃t where
it = σ

(
Wi

(
ht−1
xt

)
+ bi

)
∈ [0, 1],

c̃t = tanh

(
WC

(
ht−1
xt

)
+ bC

)
∈ [−1, 1],

(2.7)

(2.8)

and the activation function tanh is expressed in equation (2.3), are used to add infor-
mation to the carry, or cell, state Ct such as the name of the introduced person in the
previous example.

Then the carry state

Ct = ft � Ct−1 + it � c̃t, (2.9)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication, is updated based on what information
to forget and what to add.

Finally, the output gate and hidden stateot = σ

(
Wo

(
ht−1
xt

)
+ bo

)
∈ [0, 1],

ht = ot � tanh (Ct) ∈ [−1, 1],

(2.10)

(2.11)

are calculated. In the previous example, if an upcoming word to predict is a verb such
as ”[To] walk” regarding persons involved, the output gate might provide relevant
information about the conjugation i.e. ”walk” or ”walks”.

5Recall Definition 1.6 of features, which here is represented by neuron states.
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2.1.3 Visualization to Explain Machine Learning
The area of explainability in ML models is becoming more popular, where the aim
often is to interpretably present relevant features that impacts for instance the predic-
tions. Molnar et al. [37] use the taxonomy to distinguish between interpretability that
is intrinsic respectively post hoc. The former refers to interpretability due to reduced
complexity, and the latter implies analyzing a model after training, i.e. during the
inference process [37]. Additionally, Molnar et al. specify that methods of explain-
ability also can be either model-specific, which as the name suggest is restricted to
the model for instance weights of a NN, or model-agnostic meaning its independent
of ML method e.g. relation between input and predicted output. Lastly, Molnar et
al. distinguish local interpretable methods from global ones, for instance if only in-
dividual predictions are explained or if rather the complete model is explained. To
exemplify with a post hoc, model-agnostic local method of explainability, Kuwajima
et al. [38] focuses on the inference step in image classification, where class predictions
are backed up with sentences describing relevant extracted features in the images. For
instance, they presented a correctly classified image of an ambulance with the gener-
ated sentence ”This is ambulance (motor vehicle) because, 1) it has rubber tires... 2)
it has accumulated fine boxes/circle...”.

A more common approach of explainability than this example is through visu-
alization, which is the focus in this thesis. A great deal of articles present imple-
mentations in this area. For instance, a method to visualize relevance of each pixel in
images is shown by Bach et al. [39] where kernel-based classifiers for multi-layer NNs
are utilized. This is closely connected to the work by Selvaraju et al., [40] that with
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models, based on gradients, highlights and lo-
calizes important areas in images for the classification, shown in Figure 2.6. Another

Figure 2.6: Explainability of image classification by highlighting important
areas. Figure provided by Selvaraju et al. [40]
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way of visualizing CNNs based image classification is by using a color map plotting
neuron activation from each layer. This is provided by the interactive visualization
tool of handwritten digits by Adam W Harley [41] which is depicted in Figure 2.7,
where the input is in the bottom, the hidden layers represented by color maps are in
the middle and the output layer with labels is on the top. In the first hidden layer (just
above the input image), some features are interpretable such as activation triggered
by horizontal or vertical edges. What is happening in the very deeper fully connected
hidden layers before successfully predicting the correct class (4) is not interpretable
in this figure. Even patterns in the initial hidden layers when using images with more

Figure 2.7: Interactive visualization tool of 2D CNNs by AdamWHarley [41]
to show neuron activation. The bottom image is the input, the six rows above
are corresponding to the hidden layers and the top image represents the output
layer with all ten digit classes.

complicated information, for instance the CIFAR-10 data set [42] containing images
of classes such as airplanes or trucks, gets very difficult to comprehend. Figure 2.8 is
an attempt of visualizing the weights in a single-layered feed-forward NN trained on
the CIFAR-10 data set for each of the 10 classes presented in the figure. Despite of
the very limited interpretability, airplanes and ship images seems to have class tem-
plates stimulated by blue color because of the common appearance of sea and sky
in the background. The templates of the car and truck class too have tendencies to
similarities, and so does the bird and deer class.

Moreover, explaining class predictions by highlighting relevant words in the do-
main is done by Arras et al. [43] for text documents using LRP to get importance
scores for CNN and Support Vector Machine classifiers. Another method of visual-
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(a) Airplane (b) Car (c) Bird (d) Cat (e) Deer

(f) Dog (g) Frog (h) Horse (i) Ship (j) Truck

Figure 2.8: Visualization of first layer weights for 10 classes (a-j) in a feed-
forward NN trained on the CIFAR-10 data sets.

ization with important scores by Shrikumar et al. [44] is DeepLIFT that compares
the activation of each neuron with its reference activation. These are calculated and
visualized for image classification through intensity heatmaps and for character pre-
diction by scaling input character sizes depending on relevance. Tang et al. [45]
compare and visualize differences between LSTM and Gated Recurrent Unit6 (GRU)
networks for speech with focus on activation and memory. In addition, an algorithm
named Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations, or LIME, by Ribeiro et al.
[46] visualizes prediction of any classifier and regressor by relaxing them locally to an
approximate linear model. Finally, an interpretable framework for predictions called
SHAP [47], or SHapley Additive exPlanations, combines other existing methods such
as DeepLIFT [44] and LIME [46] to give prediction importance values and provide
a unique solution.

2.2 Natural Language Processing for Text
Before going into details in techniques of how to generate text sequences in Section
2.2.2 Text Prediction, a background of how to represent text on a computer is con-
veyed in Section 2.2.1 Domain Representation. Such representation is a central part
of NLP which is a subfield of AI regarding the language interface between humans
and computers.

6A type of RNN architecture, similar to LSTM but simpler.
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2.2.1 Domain Representation
Domain embedding is a way to represent any domain entity, that is, individual char-
acters, words or parts of sentences etc., by mapping them to vectors. This way it may
be compatible for operations, such as passing it in the input layer of a NN described
in Section 2.1.1 Artificial Neural Networks or extracting it from the output layer.

Similarities

Another possibility with vector representation is that similarities may be quantified,
for instance similarity between two domain vectors w1,w2. This may be based on
the euclidean distance similarity

SED = ‖w1 −w2‖ =

√√√√ K∑
i=1

(
wi1 − wi2

)2 (2.12)

or the cosine similarity

SC = cos θ =
w1

Tw2

‖w1‖‖w2‖
=

∑K
i=1w

i
1w

i
2√∑K

i=1

(
wi1
)2√∑K

i=1

(
wi2
)2 , (2.13)

where K is the dimensionality of the vectors, θ is the angle between the vectors and
wij is the ith dimension of the domain vector wj.

One-Hot Encoding

A basic domain embedding is One-Hot Encoding. For this embedding, a vocabulary

V = {w0,w1, . . . ,wM} , (2.14)

whereM is the vocabulary size, contains all domain entity vectors

w0 =
(

1 0 0 . . . 0 0
)T

,

w1 =
(

0 1 0 . . . 0 0
)T

,

...

wM =
(

0 0 0 . . . 0 1
)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M×1

,

(2.15)

i.e. each vector has one unique element that equals 1 while the rest equal 0. This
embedding is simple to implement and has the advantage that the vectors directly
can be predicted using cross-entropy loss7 in a RNN, discussed in Section 2.2.2 Text

7A type of prediction error function.
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Prediction. A disadvantage with the One-Hot Encoding is that a very large vocabulary
may be too computationally demanding to operate with since the dimensionality of
the vectors equals the size of the vocabulary. Another drawback is the fact that all
vectors are orthogonal, i.e.

wi
Twj = 0, ∀{i, j ∈ [0,M ] |i 6= j}. (2.16)

This implies that all word similarities according to either equation (2.12) or (2.13) are
equal. To exemplify, consider the three word vectors

w0 = wordVector(duck),
w1 = wordVector(mallard),

w2 = wordVector(exponential).
(2.17)

It then follows from equation (2.16) that the word representation w0 of duck has the
same similarity to the word representation w1 i.e. of mallard as w2 corresponding
to exponential. Any relation semantics of the One-Hot word vectors can thus simply
not be represented.

Word Embedding

Allowing transformations to arbitrary directions for vectors in the word space, how-
ever, makes meaningful similarity representation with some training possible. Train-
ing means that the word embedding model goes over a large corpus repeatedly to
learn word relations. Such word embedding is provided by the model word2vec
introduced by the Google research team Mikolov et al. [48] followed by an improved
version [49]. This model will, if properly trained, represent similarities S according
either one of equation (2.12, 2.13) of the example words in equation (2.17) in a way
so that

S(w0,w1) > S(w0,w2) (2.18)

holds, that is, the words duck (w0) and mallard (w1) are more similar than duck
and exponential (w2), as they intuitively should. As presented in the first paper,
word2vec is based on two NN models – Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and
Continuous Skip-gram (Skip-gram) which are illustrated in Figure 2.9 from the paper
[48]. To give an example, the sequence of words

{wt−2, wt−1, wt, wt+1, wt+2} (2.19)

in the figure, where w(t) ≡ wt, could correspond to

{this, is, an, example, sentence} . (2.20)

Using CBOW with this sequence (2.20), the word2vec model is trained to predict
the output word

wt = an (2.21)
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Figure 2.9: Word representation with CBOW (left) that predicts a word from
the context window and Skip-gram (right) that predicts context words from
current word. The figure is provided by Mikolov et al. [48]

from the context words

{wt−2, wt−1, wt+1, wt+2} = {this, is, example, sentence} . (2.22)

The output word is essentially a projected average of the context words, implying that
the order is not of importance. Of that reason, Mikolov et al. refer to it as a bag-of-
words model.

Conversely, based on the center word an in equation (2.21), the Skip-gram ap-
proach strives to maximize the probability of predicting any of the context words in
(2.22). Even if the order itself is not relevant, closer words to the center word are
weighted more and consequently more likely to be predicted.

As opposed to these models being trained on local similarity, Global Vectors for
Word Representation (GloVe) by Pennington et al. [50] is a global, log-bilinear, re-
gression model. It is based on global co-occurrence probabilities between words in
the corpus. Consider again the example word representations in equation (2.17) but
using the GloVe representation this time. For an adequately trained model, the ratio
of conditional probabilities

P (w0|w1)

P (w0|w2)
>∼ 1, (2.23)

where >∼ denotes a order of magnitude larger than 1, since this implies that the word
duck (w0) is more likely in the context of the word mallard (w1) than exponential
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(w2). Correspondingly,
P (w2|w0)

P (w2|w1)
∼ 1 (2.24)

for a properly trained model as the co-occurrence between the word exponential (w2)
and duck (w0) should roughly equal the co-occurrence between exponential (w2) and
mallard (w1).

Even if word similarity is covered by word2vec and GloVe, they do not repre-
sent any morphological structure8 in the words. This is however achieved by the word
embedding model fastText by the Facebook team Joulin et al. [51] that divides
words into multiple n-grams, or sub-words. It is simply a bag of n-grams and is simi-
lar to the CBOW architecture. Even though word2vec and GloVe are faster to train
than fastText [52], they cannot represent words not encountered during training.
Rare words can nevertheless be represented by fastText since they are likely con-
structed by already learned n-grams [52]. In the paper Subword Language Modeling
with Neural Networks, Mikolov et al. conclude that ”The subword-level models are
interesting because of three reasons: they outperform character-level models, they
have zero out-of vocabulary rate, and their size is smaller.” [13]. This endorses the
advantages of sub-word models such as fastText.

2.2.2 Text Prediction
There are many attempts on generating text sequences by performing character or
word prediction in the same fashion as in this thesis. For instance, Graves generated
random text sequences on a character-level trained on Wikipedia articles with LSTM
units [8]. Lopyrev, on the other hand, implemented a encoder-decoder RNN with
LSTM units in the word domain to generate news headlines based on a part of the
body text in articles [9].

These examples impressively demonstrate the possible performance when gener-
ating text, both on character- and word-level. Advantages of character-level models,
as discussed by Graves in the paper, are for instance the small required vocabulary
size and that representation of very specific sequences is possible such as multi-digit
numbers and web addresses. However, in general the performance of character-based
models is lower than the ones of word-levels [13].

The most common activation function in the final layer to use when generating
text with a RNN, employed in this thesis which too was done by Lopyrev and Graves
mentioned above, is softmax (Bridle [53]). At a prediction time step t, it converts an
output vector

ot =
(
o1 o2 . . . oM

)T (2.25)

8The structure of words or parts of words and how they relate to other words. For instance,
both of the words ”morphology” and ”biology” has the suffix ”-logy” refeering to ”the study
of”.
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to a discrete multimodal probability vector

pt = SoftMax(ot) =
(
yt,1 yt,2 . . . yt,M

)T
=


p(index(xt+1) = 1|x∀τ∈w)

p(index(xt+1) = 2|x∀τ∈w)
...

p(index(xt+1) = M |x∀τ∈w)


=

(
eo1∑M
i=1 e

oi

eo2∑M
i=1 e

oi
. . .

eoM∑M
i=1 e

oi

)T
, (2.26)

where

w =

t, t− 1, . . . , t− Tw + 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tw

for some Tw ∈ N | 0 ≤ Tw ≤ t

 (2.27)

is the context window specifying the input sequence and Tw is the window size cor-
responding to number of input vectors xτ that are feed into the RNN.

Using the softmax activation in the final layer, a Cross-Entropy (XENT) loss

Lt = −ln(p(x≤t+1))

= −ln

(
t∏

τ=1

p(xτ+1|x≤τ )

)

= −
t∑

τ=1

ln(p(xτ+1|x≤τ )) (2.28)

is used during training of which ”...maximizes the probability of the observed se-
quence according to the model” [54]. Now, the conditional probability in equation
(2.28) may be expressed by

p(zt|x≤τ ) =

M∏
m=0

yzmt,m, (2.29)

from thework Supervised sequence labellingwith recurrent neural networks byGraves
[55] but with slight adjustment of notation, where zt is the target at some (discrete)
time t and

zm =

{
1, if index(zt) = m

0, otherwise
(2.30)

is an indicator function. Substituting this into equation (2.28), a term

ln(p(xτ+1|x≤τ )) = −
M∑
m=0

zmln(yt,1) (2.31)

= −ln
(
zτ
Tpt

)
(2.32)
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where the last step i.e. equation (2.32) holds if zτ is a One-Hot representation of the
target vector.

From the probability distribution pt in equation (2.26), the next domain vector
xt+1 can stochastically be sampled since this final layerpt defines the conditional dis-
tribution, for example p(xt+1|x≤t) if the complete generated sequence is utilized as
an input [33]. Alternatively, the next domain vector is extracted by taking the argmax

of the probability distribution. This predicted domain vector xt+1 will then be ap-
pended to the context window sequence x∀τ∈w and during the inferences process used
as next sequence input. During training however, the target vector is used as input as
opposed to the prediction. This principle is illustrated in Figure 2.10 provided by
Ranzato et al. [54]. Nevertheless, if the RNN only is exposed to target vectors dur-
ing training but not in the inference process, where any ground truth is not available,
there will be a mismatch [9, 54]. One solution of this discrepancy is to, during train-
ing, stochastically alternate between providing target and predicted vectors as inputs,
as proposed by Bengio et al. [56]. The article also suggests that the discrepancy may
be avoided by utilizing beam search, of which both Lopyrev [9] and Ranzato et al.
[54] implemented for the inference process.

Figure 2.10: RNN training usingXENT (top), and how it is used at test time for
generation (bottom). The RNN is unfolded for three time steps in this example.
The red oval is a module computing a loss, while the rectangles represent the
computation done by the RNN at one step. At the first step, all inputs are given.
In the remaining steps, the input words are clamped to ground truth at training
time, while they are clamped to model predictions (denoted bywgt ) at test time.
Predictions are produced by either taking the argmax or by sampling from the
distribution over words. The figure is created by Ranzato et al. [54].
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2.3 Methods of Mathematical Analysis
The methods of mathematical analysis presented in the following sections 2.3.1 Dis-
crete Fourier Transform, 2.3.2 Discrete Convolution and Kernels and 2.3.3 Principal
Component Analysis are shortly introduced and explained as they are used in later
proposed artifacts of visualization models.

2.3.1 Discrete Fourier Transform
The Fourier Transform is a framework of mathematical elegance; underlying har-
monic variations of infinite duration may simply be expressed by a few frequency
components. While the continuous Fourier transform will not be covered here, the
discrete version which is a special case will be described in this section and is often
implemented in practical applications. Specifically, the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) is a mathematical operation to transform a discrete temporal signal F [kt] in
the time domain kt to the corresponding signal F(kf ) in the frequency domain kf ,
defined by

F(kf ) =
1

N

N−1∑
kt=0

F [kt]e
−
i2πkfkt
N , (2.33)

where i is the imaginary unit, kf is each discrete frequency component,N is the num-
ber of samples F [kt], and kt is each discrete sample time [57]. Thus, the DFT F(kf )

represents the underlying frequency components kf in the discrete signal F [kt]. Note
that it follows from definition (2.33) that the zero frequency component

F(0) =
1

N

N−1∑
kt=0

F [kt] (2.34)

corresponds to the mean of the function F .
The maximum frequency that can be detected in the DFT is the Nyquist frequency

fn ≡ fs
2 , where fs is the sampling frequency, due to aliasing [58]. From that follows

that f ∈
{
R | 0 ≤ f ≤ fs

2

}
.

2.3.2 Discrete Convolution and Kernels
Convolution is a mathematical operation to create a function that is shaped by letting
a filter, or kernel, f slide over another function g and is denoted by ∗. For discrete
functions, again being a special case of the continuous operation not being covered
here, the convolution operation is defined as

(f ∗ g)[k] =

N−1∑
τ=0

f [τ ]g[k − τ ]. (2.35)
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The discrete kernel could for instance be a vector f1 that performs first order
numerical differentiation through central difference [59], that is,

y′(x) ≈ y(x+ ∆x)− y(x−∆x)

2∆x
(2.36)

=⇒ y′1 ≈ {∆x ≡ 1} =
1

2

(
−1 0 1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

f1

y0y1
y2

 . (2.37)

The second order derivative kernel f2 can in the same manner with central difference
[59] be derived from

y′′(x) ≈ y(x+ ∆x)− 2y(x) + y(x−∆x)

∆x2
(2.38)

=⇒ y′′1 ≈ {∆x ≡ 1} =
(
1 −2 1

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
f2

y0y1
y2

 . (2.39)

The sum in equation (2.35) leaves out the terms corresponding to when the center
element of f is multiplied with the extreme elements of

g =
(
g0 g1 . . . gN−1 gN

)
, (2.40)

i.e. g0 and gN . To solve the problem of matching elements between f and g outside
the extremes, i.e. when f is not completely within the domain of g for instance when
calculating y′′0 or y′′2 in the example above, either zero padding might be added to g or
g might instead be extended by repeating its values, that is, either letting

g =
(
0 g0 g1 . . . gN−1 gN 0

)
(2.41)

or
g =

(
g1 g0 g1 . . . gN−1 gN gN−1

)
(2.42)

in the case of f ∼ 1× 3.

2.3.3 Principal Component Analysis
When dealing with data of large dimensionality, or even data with more than 3 di-
mensions, proper visual representation on a 2D surface might be challenging. The
technique Principal Component Analysis (PCA) may be used to project the data into
a small subset spanned byK independent (orthogonal) principal components, i.e. di-
rection of most variance in the data [60].
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To get the principal components, the co-variance matrix

COV =


covx1,x1 covx1,x2 . . . covx1,xn
covx2,x1 covx2,x2 . . . covx2,xn

...
... . . . ...

covxn,x1 covxn,x2 . . . covxn,xn

 (2.43)

is calculated where

covxi,xj =
1

n− 1

N∑
k=1

(xki − x̄i)(xkj − x̄j) (2.44)

and i, j are respective dimension of all n dimensions, k is the kth data sample of a
total of N samples and x̄i is the mean of all xi [61].

Then, the eigen vectors with corresponding eigen values λ are found by solving
the characteristic equation

det (COV − λI) = 0 (2.45)

where det is the determinant and I is the identity matrix [60]. Finally, the K eigen
vectors corresponding to the K largest eigenvalues are utilized to span the principal
component subset, of which the data is projected onto [60].



Chapter 3

Methodology

Before diving into concrete implementations providing results directly related to the
research question of this thesis in Section 1.3 Purpose, the research and software de-
velopment methodology should be defined to justify the conducted research and im-
plementation, covered in Section 3.1 Research Methodology and 3.2 Software De-
velopment Methodology. Then, Section 3.3 Application of Research Methods and
Methodologies theoretically introduces the application of these on an abstract level.

3.1 Research Methodology
Any result, regardless of being desired or not, needs to be correct, valid and reliable
[18]. A set of different research methodologies and what are chosen for this thesis
are specified in the following Sections 3.1.1 Research Strategy, 3.1.2 Data Collection,
3.1.3 Data Analysis and 3.1.4 Quality Assurance. These are also summarized in the
flowchart in Figure 3.1. The methodologies in the left column of blocks (dashed edge)
are suitable for qualitative research methods, the middle column of blocks (solid edge)
includes methodologies of quantitative character while the methodologies in the over-
lap between these blocks work with both. This is a continuation of chosen research
method described in Section 1.6 Research Method, that concluded that the thesis is
quantitative, with an experimental research method and an abductive research ap-
proach, as seen in the top-right block of the flowchart. Since a quantitative research
method is chosen, the far-left research methodologies within parentheses are not rele-
vant for this work and will thus not be described. Chosen research methodologies for
this thesis are presented in the far-right column of blocks.

31
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Qualitative Quantitative

(Surveys,
Action Research,

Exploratory
Research,

Grounded theory,
Ethnography)

ExperimentalCase study,
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Cross-
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surveys

dummy text dummy text

(Interview,
Language & text)

Experimentsdummy text dummy textCase Study,
Questionnaire,
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Semiotic)
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(Dependability,
Confirmability,
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Ethics

dummy text dummy textReliability,
Replicability
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Experimental,
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Case study

Experiments

Statistics

Validity,
Reliability,
Replicability,

Ethics

Research
method

Research
strategy

Data
collection

Data
analysis

Quality
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of well-suided research methodologies (column of blue,
overlapping, blocks) based on portal [18] and which of these are utilized for
this thesis (far-right column of green blocks). The far-left methodologies
within parentheses are not of relevance in this thesis since the quantitative
research method category is chosen as seen in the top-right block, which is
summarizing the chosen research method discussed in Section 1.6 Research
Method.
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3.1.1 Research Strategy
The research strategy involves how to plan and design the research. Since it follows
from Section 1.6 Research Method that the quantitative research method category is
employed in this thesis, potentially suitable research strategies are Experimental, Ex
post facto, Cross-sectional respectively Longitudinal surveys and Case Study [18].
An experimental research strategy typically relies on huge amounts of collected data
[18]. It focuses on finding causalities by interfering with one or a few variables while
controlling others and observing the effect. Ex post facto is, as the name suggests,
based on investigation of facts in already collected data [62]. Effects are regarded
and explained with causing variables, [62] ex post facto may thus be viewed as a
reversed strategy of the experimental one. Cross-sectional and Longitudinal sur-
veys focus on finding relations and frequencies between multiple variables, where the
cross-sectional version means that data is collected once whereas longitudinal surveys
means collecting the data multiple times during a period [18]. A case study is an em-
pirical study of generic characteristics of a real-world phenomenon which makes it
very flexible compared to other research strategies. Multiple sources of evidence are
then used to complement each other [63].

To answer the research question in Section 1.3 Purpose by creating models of
visualization, with consideration of the fact that it might be necessary that presented
information is kept limited for explainability, multiple sources of evidence should
be provided. In addition, generic characteristics of explainability is subjective and
should be found empirically. This makes a case study a suitable research strategy for
this thesis.

3.1.2 Data Collection
Aprerequisite to conduct the research is to collect data. Themost relevant quantitative
methods for this, provided by the portal presented in the paper [18], are Experiments,
Questionnaire, Observations and Case Study. These general names are further ex-
plained for the context of data collection in the paper – Experiments may be used to
generate larger data sets, questionnaires provide data using questions, observations
may be performed to understand behavior of situations or cultures and lastly case
studies give a profound analysis of a small quantity of participants.

The firstmethod, that is, experiments is themost applicable data collectionmethod
for this thesis. These can then be properly set up in a way to allow observation of spe-
cific desired attributes.

3.1.3 Data Analysis
Some methods to analyze the collected data is needed. Relevant quantitative meth-
ods are Statistics, Computational Mathematics and Coding [18]. Statistics provides
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methods to represent, analyze and evaluate larger data sets, whereas computational
mathematics relies on computers to numerically execute modelling and simulations.
Coding has a more specific meaning in this context and is in the paper referred to as
quantification of data from observations and interviews [18].

Statistics is the main method of data analysis in this thesis, to represent relevant
distributions of neural activity in a RNN and find significant neurons.

3.1.4 Quality Assurance
Lastly, any found result must be justified by taking measures to assure quality. Quan-
titatively, this is appropriately done by ensuring Validity, Reliability, Replicability
and Ethics [18]. Validity for instance of inferences or conclusions, based on some
premises, refers to how close they are to the truth. Reliability means that any result
is consistent, that is, even if there is some systematic error, the results from the same
types of tests have a low variance. Replicability is achieved if any experiment or study
not only is repeatable1 and reproducible2, but that the experiment independently done
by another person in the same spirit as the original experiment, in a somewhat new
context or with new configurations, yields the same results. Ethics within research
does not differ from ethical principles in everyday life as suggested in the paper On
Being a Scientist [64] that defines it with the traits of fairness, honesty, objectivity,
openness, trustworthiness and respect for others.

All these four methods i.e. Validity, Reliability, Replicability and Ethics, are ap-
plicable for this thesis and also employed.

3.2 Software Development Methodology
There are a few methodologies of software development that will be presented and
where one will be utilized for this thesis. These are the Waterfall Model, Agile Pro-
cesses, Throwaway Prototyping, Evolutionary Prototyping and Incremental Prototyp-
ing.

TheWaterfall Model [65] is an example of a plan-driven process. It is sequential,
meaning that the phases of development are separated. These phases are including
definition and analyzation of requirements, system design, implementation, system
testing and finally operation and maintenance. In general, a phase needs to be finished
before initiating the next, meaning that there is a difficulty to perform changes of a
process when the phase is finished.

Agile Processes [66] can be seen as an extension of the waterfall model to solve its
drawbacks of inflexibility. Each phase in the agile process might be done by quickly

1That sufficient information is provided so that others can repeat the experiment.
2That an experiment can be repeated by others by following its exact documentation and

get the same result.
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performing the waterfall steps. Thus, the process is used to plan, develop, finish and
validate quickly.

The Throwaway, or Rapid, Prototyping [67] means as the name suggests to de-
velop a coarse prototype that meets the minimum requirements. Once these have been
fulfilled, the prototype may be discarded, and all focus may be addressed on the ac-
tual product. Thus, no effort needs to be put on style or maintenance. Hence it is
very cheap and fast, and thus suitable if requirements are defined in details and little
resources should be used.

The Evolutionary Prototyping [67] is a slower approach of prototyping. An initial
prototype that is functional is provided that gradually is improved based on feedback
and testing results. This way, the prototype might after some time be good enough to
directly be used as the final software. This approach might however be time consum-
ing.

Finally, Incremental Prototyping [67] is a similar approach to the evolutionary
prototyping. The difference is that this methodology deals with providing multiple
prototypes of different features that, in parallel, iterate through the steps of require-
ment definition, design, testing and redesigning. These are then used together in the
final software system. While the time between the initialization of the project and the
final product is reduced with this approach, there is a risk of mismatch between the
different prototypes in a way that they are not compatible.

In this thesis, the latter software development methodology i.e. incremental pro-
totyping is used to develop models of visualization. These multiple prototypes should
complement each other to facilitate explainability and increase the validity.

3.3 Application of ResearchMethods andMethod-
ologies

The chosen research method and methodology in Section 1.6 Research Method and
3.1 ResearchMethodology are applied to themodels of visualization developed through
incremental prototyping as concluded in Section 3.2 SoftwareDevelopmentMethodology.
This section describes the applications of these on a abstract level. Concrete applica-
tion however will be presented in Chapter 4 Method Application, based on existing
methods, and in Section 5.1 Visualization Artifacts of the result chapter, based on
proposed methods of this thesis.

To begin with, the research method chosen in Section 1.6 Research Method is
experimental. Some features of interest of which the visualization models will focus
on when detecting and illustrating functionalities with respect to will be manipulated,
i.e. for each test case of the experiments be set to represent different features3. This
may then be correlated with any potential feature-specific pattern highlighted by the

3See Definition 1.6.
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generated visualizations. These features will either be on character-level, for character
prediction, or word-level in the case of word prediction.

It is further concluded in Section 1.6 ResearchMethod that the abductive research
approach is most relevant and thus employed. For this work it means that for any cor-
relation found through the experimental researchmethod, the neurons that best explain
the correlation are hypothesized to be most relevant for respective functionality of the
predicted text, being revealed in the visualizations.

Furthermore, the research strategy for this thesis is performing a case study, as
stated earlier in this chapter i.e. Section 3.1.1 Research Strategy. This implies that
multiple sources i.e. models of visualization need be to utilized and compared to give
a more complete picture of any functionalities in the networks, as well as confirming
whether each model is an adequate operationalization, that is, does in fact perform the
intended task.

As described in Section 3.1.2 Data Collection, experiments will provide the data,
which simply corresponds to generating samples of predicted text sequences by the
RNNs together with corresponding visualization representations. A few of such exist-
ing representations are mentioned in Section 1.1 Background, e.g. highlighted texts
samples and heatmaps. The visualization data of this thesis will include, but not be
restricted to, the two of these. Note that these data representations may either be visu-
alized directly as in other related work such as the one by Arras et al. [4] and Karpathy
et al. [6], or the numerical values may be further evaluated in the data analysis step (to
be discussed in a moment) to automatically filter out interesting data samples that then
can be further visualized and analyzed in detail. Since this work includes to visualize
functionalities of some individual automatically detected neurons, stated in Section
1.3 Purpose, the latter approach is used here. Thus, the data collection first consists
of generation of data samples for all neurons (of interest4), followed by an automatic
data analysis step to reduce the set of collected data into a subset of feature-relevant
hypotheses, that finally can manually be analyzed. In addition to the generated data
representations being of focus for this thesis to be analyzed, a dataset of the corpus
will be chosen for training the RNNs. This corpus will also be utilized to represent
the text domain entities according to Section 2.2.1 Domain Representation. For the
character prediction, all unique characters in the corpus will represent the domain,
whereas in the case of the word prediction, some pre-trained word embedding model
will be used that additionally will be further trained on the chosen corpus to guaran-
tee that all words are possible to represent. Note that the predicted texts will naturally
be biased towards the chosen corpus. The quantity of data collection should also be
discussed. For the generated samples of representation to be visualize, a predicted
text sequence will need to be long enough to include multiple instances of the feature
of interest (i.e. � 1), to show reliability of any feature-specific patterns of neural
activity. Moreover, at least two predicted text sequences with different initial inputs

4Restricted to all or some neurons in a specific hidden layer.
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should be generated to further endorse reliability. The size of the chosen corpus to
train might be quite arbitrary, but needs to be sufficiently large to include a rich vari-
ation of words and grammar content for the RNNs to capture these during training
and thus the predicted texts to be proper to allow the visualization models to reveal
patterns. Hence, multiple topics should be included in the training corpus.

Section 3.1.3 Data Analysis suggests that statistics is the most suitable way to an-
alyze these data samples and to represent distributions. The visualization models will
calculate significant patterns of the data and performmathematical transformations of
statistics. Even if there exist a set of methods for such analyses through visualization,
discussed in Section 1.1 Background such as LRP scores, this work has a focus to
complement with other, novel, methods of scores and transformations for the visual-
ization models. This will also be needed for automatic detection of feature-specific
neuron functionalities as a part of the research question in Section 1.3 Purpose.

Finally, the methods validity, reliability, replicability and ethics as suggested in
Section 3.1.4 Quality Assurance will be fulfilled by verifying that samples of experi-
mental results from the models of visualization seem reasonable and can support each
other, that the experiments are set up in a way so that sufficient samples are provided
to convey enough evidence, and lastly ensuring that proper documentation is provided
of how these experiments are set up, including algorithms, parameters and datasets.

Now, the application of these chosen research methods and methodologies is
based on the two steps presented in Section 1.4 Goal, that is, proposing and imple-
menting

1. RNNs that are able to generate grammatically proper text sequences and

2. Models of visualization to explain these networks,

where explain is defined according to Definition 1.1. The theoretical application of
the first step is based on existing methods covered in Section 2.1.2 Recurrent Neural
Networks and 2.2.2 Text Prediction, which will be presented in Chapter 4 Method
Application. The second step however is dependent on new artifacts proposed in this
thesis and will be described in Section 5.1 Visualization Artifacts. What can be said
about the visualization artifacts solely based on the research question in Section 1.3
Purpose, though, is that according to the taxonomy by Molnar et al. [37], this thesis
does focus on post hoc models of interpretability, since the visualization is done for
the inference process. The interpretability of the artifacts will also according to the
definitions byMolnar et al. be model-specific as well as local, since it follows from the
research question that specific neuron functionalities for the RNNs models are to be
found, by looking at individual instances of text inputs and corresponding predicted
text sequences.

Some limitations exist for any developed models of visualization. To begin with,
a NN needs to be complex enough for expressibility which is a requirement for per-
forming its intended task properly. Nevertheless, explainability through visualization
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may be restricted to presentation of small subsets of features to be interpretable, yet,
they cannot be too small as relevant information may then be lost. Consequently,
the models will be limited to only focus on some features5 for each sequence predic-
tion. Another limitation in this research problem is that, even if adequate visualization
methods are developed , ideal patterns of neural activity explaining any neuron func-
tionality may not be discovered at all if these are not learned by the network. The
use of SGD [29]6 during backpropagation [30]7, which only is a numerical optimizer,
implies that ideal distribution of hidden neuron functionality may not be possible to
achieve, as opposed to if a global minima of the prediction error function would be
found.

5Either such qua Definition 1.6, or for instance one specific hidden layer.
6Numerical optimization method to iteratively find a configuration of parameters (e.g.

weights) close by current configuration by adjusting the parameters (according to the gra-
dients) to some fixed extent (learning rate) to decrease the (prediction) error.

7Local evaluation of the analytical expression of the gradient of the (prediction) error func-
tion with respect to the parameters.
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Method Application

This chapter presents application of existing methods introduced in Chapter 2 Theo-
retical Background relevant for the presented research methods and methodologies in
Chapter 3 Methodology. In this thesis, text generation by means of Section 2.2.2 Text
Prediction is used as a testbed. Specifically, the text generation is applied to character
prediction and word prediction using a Vanilla RNN respectively a RNN with LSTM
units that is covered in the following Sections 4.1 Application of Vanilla RNN and 4.2
Application of LSTM. Utilized data sets is then specified in Section 4.3 Data Sets.
Finally, a brief discussion about choices of the applications is included in Section 4.4
Discussion.

4.1 Application of Vanilla RNN
The algorithm for defining and training the Vanilla RNN is summarized with pseudo-
code in Algorithm 1. The number of hidden neurons N is here set to equal the One-
Hot character representation dimension K, i.e. N ≡ K = 156. The loaded corpus
is divided into a training set and a validation set. The training set is corresponding to
98% of the data with a total length lc = 4 844 569 characters. The training sequence
length T = 25 corresponds to number of characters predicted of which the loss is
based on during one training sequence iteration. Similarly, the generation sequence
length Tg = 200 is number of predicted characters when testing and visualizing the
network. The weights are randomly initialized with He initialization [68], that is,
samples of a zero mean normal distribution with a variance denoted on line 12. For
each epoch, a character sequence of length T + 1 is extracted from the corpus and
tokenized into One-Hot vectors, where the first T vectors are, one by one, used as
inputs. The targets will equal the corresponding sequence but shifted one character
ahead. Note that the hidden states are updated after each prediction, implying that
the prediction is not only dependent on the input character but also the text sequence

39
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Algorithm 1 Training algorithm of Vanilla RNN for character prediction
1: procedure trainRNN( )
2: N ← number hidden neurons
3: K ← character representation dimension
4: E ← number epochs
5: T ← training sequence length
6: Tg ← generation sequence length
7: corpus, corpusval ← load corpus
8: lc ← corpus character length
9: h← 0N×1

10: weights←
{
WN×N ,VK×N ,UN×K ,bN×1, cK×1

}
11: for each weightnout×nin ∈ weights do
12: σHe ←

√
2
nin

13: weightnout×nin ← random matrix ∼ N (0, σHe)

14: end for
15: for each epoch ∈ {0, 1, . . . , E} do
16: for each character index i ∈ {0, 1, . . . lc − T − 1} do
17: character sequence cseq ← {ci, ci+1, . . . ci+T+1} ∈ corpus
18: input sequence xseq = oneHotVectors(c0:Tseq )
19: label sequence yseq = oneHotVectors(c1:T+1

seq )

20: pseq, hseq, aseq = forwardPass(xseq,h)
21: h← hT+1

seq

22: gradients = backPropagation(xseq, yseq, pseq, hseq)
23: loss = xentLoss(pseq, yseq)
24: weights = rmsPropAdaGrad(weights, gradients)
25: end for
26: character sequence cval_seq ← {ci, ci+1, . . . ci+T+1} ∈ corpusval
27: input validation sequence xval_seq = oneHotVectors(c0:Tseq )
28: label validation sequence yval_seq = oneHotVectors(c1:T+1

seq )

29: pval_seq = forwardPass(xval_seq,h)
30: lossval = accuracy(pval_seq, yval_seq)
31: c0 ← Arbitrary initial character
32: predictCharacters(c0,h, Tg)
33: end for
34: end procedure
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context. The inputs are used in the functions forwardPass and backPropagation on
lines 20 respectively 22 that are described in Section 2.1.1 Artificial Neural Networks.
Next, the XENT loss on line 23 is computed through equation (2.28). The optimizer
updating the weights on line 24 is performed with the SGD method rmsProp with
adaptive gradients, as also implemented by Graves and Karpathy, where the constant
γ = 0.9. This optimizer is not published but is found in a lecture slide of a online
course by Hinton [69].

At each epoch end, the validation loss is computed with a sampled sequence from
the validation set on line 30. Then, the function predictCharacters on line 32 is
called of which is presented in Algorithm 2. The text is generated by, in each iteration,
sampling a character index from the multimodal probability distribution provided on
line 10. The sampling is performed according to line 12-16 whereU(0, 1) is a uniform
distribution between 0 and 1. Finally, the visualization function visualizeRNN is
called on line 19, which is proposed in Section 5.1.2 Visualization of LSTM of next
chapter.

4.1.1 Vanilla RNN Model Hyper-Parameters
The vanilla RNN architecture and training process is defined by its hyper-parameters,
which in this context is the number of hidden neurons nneurons in the hidden layer,
and the learning rate η. These are in this work found by performing a randomized
search, i.e., to randomly generate these for an arbitrary number of times and then
measure respective performance of the models. The model performance can either be
defined by the lowest validation XENT loss according to equation (2.28), or by the
validation accuracy valacc that measures the percentage of correctly predicted entities
(characters in this case) where some validation sequence is used as reference labels.
The latter is used in this implementation.

To begin with, a course search is performed with the defined discrete hyper-
parameter intervals

• nneurons ∈ {32n ∀n ∈ [2, 3, . . . , 10]},

• η ∈ {n× 10m ∀{n,m}|n ∈ [0, 1, . . . , 9],m ∈ [−7,−6, . . . ,−3]}.

This is followed by a fine search with parameter intervals

• nneurons ∈ {16n ∀n ∈ [12, 13, . . . , 16]},

• η ∈ {n× 10m ∀{n,m}|n ∈ [0, 1, . . . , 9],m ∈ [−6,−5]}.

The top two best models, after fine search training until the accuracy starts decreasing,
but maximum for three epochs, are presented in Table 4.1

Then, the best fine searched model is further trained as long as the validation ac-
curacy is increasing. The outcome is presented in Table 4.2 where the model finished
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Algorithm 2 Character prediction with Vanilla RNN
1: procedure predictCharacters(c0,h0, Tg)
2: K ← character representation dimension
3: h0 ← h

4: sample = c0
5: generated text← ∅
6: table← ∅
7: aseq ← ∅
8: for each t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Tg} do
9: x0 = oneHotVectors(sample)

10: pt,ht, at = forwardPass(xt,ht)

11: aseq ← {aseq, at}
12: cumulative sum cs ←

(∑1
i=1 pi,t

∑2
i=1 pi,t . . .

∑K
i=1 pt,i

)T
13: r[K×1] ← random vector ∼ U(0, 1)
14: ∆[K×1] ← cs − r

15: sample index← argmin(|∆|)
16: sample = indexToCharacter(sample index)
17: generated text← {generated text, sample}
18: end for
19: table,Hnseq ,fseq ,R,HF = visualizeRNN(aseq, Tg)
20: print(table)
21: plot(Hnseq ,fseq ,R)
22: plot(HF)
23: end procedure

Table 4.1: Top two model configurations of hyper-parameters with respect to
validation accuracy of training with fine random search.

nneurons η valacc

224 9× 10−5 41.0%

192 7× 10−5 39.0%
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the training after the 674039th sequence iteration (the character position in the cor-
pus) of the 6th epoch (number of corpus iterations). This model is used for the RNN
visualization in Section 5.1.1 Visualization of Vanilla RNN of next chapter.

Table 4.2: Best Vanilla RNN model configuration of hyper-parameters with
respect to validation accuracy after final training.

nneurons η valacc

224 9× 10−5 44.5%

4.2 Application of LSTM
The algorithm for the LSTM model and its training is provided in Algorithm 3. Un-
like previous model provided in Algorithm 1, this one allows not only temporal depth
(recurrent connections) but also spatial through nl stacked LSTM layers, as well as
training with mini-batches of sequences with size nb. The corpus is loaded and then
preprocessed by extracting sequences and splitting them into a training and valida-
tion set, which is specified in Section 4.2.1 LSTM Data Preprocessing. On line 12, a
pre-trained word embedding model is loaded. This is on the very next line followed
by extending its vocabulary with words from the preprocessed corpus. After the pre-
processing step, the LSTM model is initialized using the deep learning library Keras
[70]. The model architecture consists of

• a word embedding layer,

• nl stacked LSTM layers,

• a fully connected feed-forward layer and

• a softmax activation layer.

The embedding layer is a CBOW word2Vec projection as discussed in Section 2.2.1
Word Embedding and is initialized with pre-trained model weights V . To avoid over-
fitting [14], the regularization technique dropout [15] is applied on the LSTM lay-
ers, that is, neural connections are randomly removed during training. The dropout
is applied on connections corresponding to forward propagation in space (from in-
put towards output) rather than in time (recurrent connections). The fully connected,
or dense, layer is described in Section 2.1.1 Artificial Neural Networks whereas the
softmax activation is presented in equation (2.26). Thereafter, all batches of word
sequences in the training set are successively generated to train the model through the
Keras function fit_generator, note that this may be necessary to avoid mem-
ory overload on the computer, as opposed to tokenizing the full corpus and sending
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Algorithm 3 Training algorithm of LSTM model for word prediction
1: procedure trainLSTM( )
2: N ← number hidden neurons in each LSTM layer
3: nl ← number hidden LSTM layers
4: K ← word representation dimension
5: E ← number epochs
6: nb ← batch size
7: Tw ← context window size
8: Tg ← generation sequence length
9: corpus← load corpus

10: corpus, corpusval = preprocess(corpus)
11: lc ← corpus word length
12: V ← load pre-trained word embedding vocabulary
13: V = trainExtendedVocabulary(corpus, corpusval,V)
14: lstm model← initialize sequential lstm model from N, nl, K,V
15: lossestrain ← ∅
16: lossesval ← ∅
17: for each epoch ∈ {0, 1, . . . , E} do
18: corpus = shuffle(corpus)
19: corpusval = preprocess(corpusval)
20: losses← ∅
21: for each batch index i ∈ {0, nb, 2nb, . . . , lc − Tw − nb − 1} do
22: word batch wbatch ← ∅
23: for eachword sequence index j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nb − Tw − 2} do
24: wseq ← {wi+j, wi+j+1, . . . wi+j+Tw+1} ∈ corpus
25: wbatch ← {wbatch, wseq}
26: end for
27: input batch xbatch = word2Vec(w0:Tw, ∀j

batch )

28: label batch ybatch = word2Vec(wTw+1, ∀j
batch )

29: loss = train(lstm model, xbatch, ybatch)

30: losses← {losses, loss}
31: end for
32: wval_batches ← {wj:j+Tw+1 ∀ batches j} ∈ corpusval
33: input validation batches xval_batches = word2Vec(w0:Tw ∀j

val_batches)

34: label validation batches ybatches = word2Vec(wTw+1 ∀j
val_batches)

35: lossval = evaluate(lstm model, xval_batches, yval_batches)

36: lossestrain ← {lossestrain,mean(losses)}
37: lossesval ← {lossesval, lossval}
38: w0:Tw

seq ← Arbitrary initial sentence of length Tw
39: predictWords(w0:Tw

seq , Tg,V)
40: end for
41: end procedure
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it to the Keras function fit at once. At each epoch end, the network is evaluated by
testing how well it predicts on the validation set, as well as calling the function pre-
dictWords on line 39, which is presented in Algorithm 4. The structure is the same
as in Algorithm 2, but is however adjusted to take in a word sequencew0:Tw

seq according
to equation (2.27) of length Tw to generate a sequence generatedtext of some length
Tg by predicting word by word based on each context window input wt:t+Twseq . Then,
the function visualizeLSTM on line 19 is called, of which is explained in Section
5.1.2 Visualization of LSTM of next chapter.

Algorithm 4Word prediction with LSTM
1: procedure predictWords(w0:Tw

seq , Tg,V)
2: K ← word representation dimension
3: Tw ← context window size
4: generated text← ∅
5: table← ∅
6: aseq ← ∅
7: for each t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Tg} do
8: input word xt:t+Twseq = word2Vec(wt:t+Twseq ,V)
9: pt, at = predict(lstm model, xt:t+Twseq )

10: aseq ← {aseq, at}
11: cumulative sum cs ←

(∑1
i=1 pi,t

∑2
i=1 pi,t . . .

∑K
i=1 pt,i

)T
12: r[K×1] ← random vector ∼ U(0, 1)
13: ∆[K×1] ← cs − r

14: sample index← argmin(|∆|)
15: sample = indexToWord(sample index,V)
16: generated text← {generated text, sample}
17: wt+1:t+Tw+1

seq ←
{
wt+1:t+Tw
seq , sample

}
18: end for
19: table,Hnseq ,fseq ,R,HF = visualizeLSTM(aseq, generated text)

20: print(table)
21: plot(Hnseq ,fseq ,R)
22: plot(HF)
23: end procedure

4.2.1 LSTM Data Preprocessing
The loaded corpus is preprocessed by extracting all word instances and creating se-
quence sentences of Tw + 1 words (including periods, spaces, new line specifiers and
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so on) by shifting a context window with a stride of one, i.e. one word step per sen-
tence, where Tw = 8 is decided to be the context window size. Thus, each and every
word in the text, except the last Tw ones, will be the first word in its own sentence.
The last word in each sentence will correspond to the target word of the sentence and
the previous Tw words will be the context window input for prediction as explained
in Section 2.2.2 Text Prediction. The frequency of all corpus words are counted and,
based on a threshold nignore = 10 words, all sentences including at least one rare
word occurring ≤ nignore times in the corpus are ignored. The set of sentences is
shuffled and divided into a training set corresponding to 98% of the sentences and the
rest is used as a validation set.

4.2.2 LSTM Model Hyper-Parameters
Determining the hyper-parameters of the LSTM is done in the same manner as in Sec-
tion 4.1.1 Vanilla RNNModel Hyper-Parameters, that is, through randomized search.
Moreover, the set of hyper-parameters is extended with a few additional parameters
and includes

• number of stacked LSTM layers nl,

• number of hidden neurons nneurons in the LSTM layer, also referred to as cells
or units,

• batch size nb,

• dropout rate d in the LSTM non-recurrent connections,

• the flip boolean parameter flip i.e. whether to reverse the order of the context
window input as done by Sutskever et al. [36],

• the learning rate η.

The randomized search begins with a course search of parameters. To begin with,
the number of stacked LSTM layers

nl ≡ 1 (4.1)

for simplicity with respect to visualization. Then, the course intervals of the parame-
ters are set as

• nneurons ∈ {128n ∀n ∈ [1, 2, . . . , 7]},

• nb ∈ {32n ∀n ∈ [1, 2, . . . , 10]},

• d ∈ [0.10, 0.11, . . . , 0.39, 0.40],

• flip ∈ {true, false},
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• η ∈ {n× 10m ∀{n,m}|n ∈ [0, 1, . . . , 9],m ∈ [−8,−7, . . . ,−3]}.

The result of the three best performing models, after training each model with a
randomized hyper-parameter configuration for maximum 3 epochs, i.e. early stopping
is utilized meaning that the model is only trained for the next epoch if the accuracy is
still increasing, are presented in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Top three model configurations of hyper-parameters with respect to
validation accuracy of training with course random search.

nneurons η nb d flip valacc

512 5× 10−5 224 0.21 false 55.38%

512 2× 10−3 320 0.27 false 53.37%

256 8× 10−8 224 0.28 false 43.64%

The intervals for the fine tuning of the parameters are

• nneurons ∈ {32n ∀n ∈ [6, 7, . . . , 22]},

• nb ∈ {32n ∀n ∈ [7, 8, . . . , 12]},

• d ∈ [0.25, 0.26, . . . , 0.49, 0.50],

• flip ≡ false,

• η ∈ {n× 10m ∀{n,m}|n ∈ [0, 1, . . . , 9],m ∈ [−6,−5, . . . ,−3]}.

Each fine searched model is trained as long as the validation accuracy is increas-
ing. The best model, after 7 epochs, is presented in Table 4.4, of which is used for the
LSTM visualization in Section 5.1.2 Visualization of LSTM.

Table 4.4: Best model configuration of hyper-parameters with respect to vali-
dation accuracy after final training.

nneurons η nb d flip valacc

672 5× 10−5 352 0.44 false 55.61%

4.3 Data Sets
The data set used as text corpus is a collection of TED Talks in English correspond-
ing to 72 787 kB unzipped [71]. No domain data set is needed for the character-level
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implementation as all found characters in the text are tokenized into One-Hot repre-
sentation. For the word domain, the pre-trained word embedding vocabulary used is
the GloVe [50] model glove.840B.300d trained on 2.03 GB Common Crawl web
data including 840B tokens and represented with 300-dimensional vectors.

4.4 Discussion
Text prediction is in this thesis utilized as a testbed. The reason is that NLP is not only
a common application of RNNs, but also highly interpretable. Knowing the language,
a human can easily get a perception of how well the text generation model performs
by checking the syntax, i.e. arrangement of characters and words, and the semantics,
i.e. if the meaning of the text makes sense. Once the network has learned patterns in
how to predict text, and proven it by generating some, the focus can be addressed on
understanding some of its hidden functionality during text prediction.

The TED Talks data set is used since its texts to a large extent contains general
words and topics unlike for example news or research papers than contains a great
deal of specific names or locations being irrelevant to learn. That way, any vocabulary
of pre-trained word embedding used in accordance with Section 4.2 Application of
LSTM covers most of the corpus.

4.4.1 Vanilla RNN
To test any models of visualization, character prediction is performed similarly as
Graves [8] and Karpathy [6] did. Since the architecture of Vanilla RNNs described in
Section 2.1.2 Recurrent Neural Networks is relatively simple, it is a suitable initial toy
example to perform the character prediction while trying out models of visualization.

4.4.2 LSTM
As discussed in Section 2.2.2 Text Prediction, word-level RNN models performs in
general better than character ones [13]. They make use of known words directly in-
stead of finding these through predicting the sequences of characters, also, word re-
lations can be exploited as described in Section 2.2.1 Word Embedding. Note that
despite of the advantages of implementing sub-word models as also concluded in the
section, it requires a larger vocabulary of all discovered n-grams compare to all words
themselves and is hence slower to train [52], why an embedding of the latter is used.

The chosen number of LSTM layers nl is set to one. Even if it was empirically
tested and shown (not presented in this theis) that some slight improvement of pre-
diction accuracy could be achieved by increasing it to a few more, there is not much
value in doing so in terms of explainability which is the main focus, thus, its more
adequate to keep the architecture simple.

http://commoncrawl.org/
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In several other implementations of text sequence prediction with RNNs, take the
work byArras et al. [4] as an example, preprocessing of the text data is performed such
as lowercasing, or removal of spaces which later manually are added between every
words. In the word prediction implementation of this thesis however, no preprocessing
of the words is performed, rather, all words (including spaces ” ”, periods ”.”, new
line indicator ”\n” etc.) are extracted. Even if spaces for instance could explicitly
be provided between words to let the training address full focus on optimizing the
syntactic and semantic performance, learning of this kind of basic patterns adds value
for explanability of which is of focus rather than state-of-the-art performance. Another
part of the preprocessing is training of word embedding model. Naturally, all (input)
words in a new text during the inference process in a real-word application cannot be
learned beforehand. However, as explainability is of focus in this thesis, it is done after
all. Yet, the implementation does allow for new data, where unknown encountered
words simply are ignored.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2 Text Prediction, LSTM units were used by both
Lopyrev [9] and Graves [8], of which solves issues in terms of long-term dependen-
cies. From a performance point of view, it is thus interesting to test the visualization
models proposed not only on a word-level model but also one with LSTM units. The
combination of using these would thus be expected to boost the result of the text pre-
diction compare to the toy example of Section 4.1 Application of Vanilla RNN, of
which was achieved as seen in Section 4.2 Application of LSTM. Good performance
should assists in finding and demonstrating clear results of visualization to be pre-
sented in Section 5.2 Experimental Results.



Chapter 5

Result

This chapter presents the results of this thesis. This includes the novel artifacts of
visualization being proposed in Section 5.1 Visualization Artifacts and the generated
tables and plots of these implementations in Section 5.2 Experimental Results.

5.1 Visualization Artifacts
This section proposes the visualization models that complete the application of the
methodologies presented in Chapter 3 Methodology together with the testbed algo-
rithms from previous Chapter 4 Method Application.

5.1.1 Visualization of Vanilla RNN
Now, the visualization function of the Vanilla RNN for character prediction presented
inAlgorithm 5 returns a color highlighted table of generated text, an activation heatmap
Hn,fseq with a corresponding relevance heatmap R and a Fourier transformed heat
surface function HF . These are to visualize hidden neural activity before applying
the activation function, specifically what set of neurons in the hidden layer input
that are prominently firing when triggered by certain inputs in the domain, in this
case characters. What neurons to be focused on is determined by the array nseq =

neurons of interest of which is defined by the indices of the determined set of neu-
rons, that may either be arbitrarily chosen or automatically detected by finding peaks
in R or HF , that soon is to be further explained. For each neuron of interest, each
assigned row in the table contains an instance of the generated text sequence where
each character is heatmap-highlighted in accordance with its activation as a response
to the input character.

The other attribute serving the purpose of filtering the visualization is fseq. This
array is updated on line 15 and contains all sampled characters in the generated text

50
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Algorithm 5 Visualization of Vanilla RNN during character prediction
1: function visualizeRNN(aseq, generated text)
2: Tg ← length of generated text
3: table← ∅
4: nseq ← neurons of interest ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}
5: feature← regular expression specifying character types
6: nh ← number of auto-detected hypotheses
7: fseq ← ∅
8: heatmap H← 0nseq×Tg

9: relevance heatmap R← 0nseq×1

10: fourier heatsurface HF ← 0nseq×0:0.5

11: for each t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Tg} do
12: a0:N,t ← atseq
13: Hnseq ,t = anseq,t

14: if sample matches feature then
15: fseq ← fseq ∪ {t}
16: end if
17: end for
18: saliencies← ∅
19: for each n ∈ nseq do
20: tablen = heatmapColored(generated text,Hn,0:Tg)

21: δ ← |mean
(
Hn,∀f∈fseq

)
−mean

(
Hn,∀f /∈fseq

)
|

22: impulses← |
(
1 −2 1

)
∗Hn,∀t∈{0,1,...,Tg}|

23: saliency ← δ +mean
(
impulses∀f∈fseq

)
24: Rn ← saliency

25: saliencies← saliencies ∪ {Rn}
26: end for
27: R← R

max (saliencies)
28: HF ← F (H)

29: if autodetect then
30: map← relevance heatmap or fourier heatsurfaceHF
31: bF ← band width for auto-detecting frequency component peaks
32: nseq = autoDetectPeaks (map,R,HF , bF , nh)
33: end if
34: return tablenseq ,Hnseq ,fseq ,Rnseq ,HFnseq

35: end function
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sequence that matches some feature of interest, which is some arbitrary domain entity
i.e. character. This is represented by a regular expression and could be the letter ”e”,
a space ” ”, a new line specifier ”\n”, any capital letter ”[A-Z]” and so forth. The
activation heatmap only presents the neurons and features of interest appearing in the
generated text sequence.

The activation heatmap, containing raw activation values, is complemented with
a relevance heatmapR, defined according to the algorithm. This provides information
of neuron-feature saliency by, for each neuron, adding the calculated difference value
δ to the feature-extracted total nerve spikes, denoted impulses∀f∈fseq . The former i.e.
difference δ is the absolute valued difference between a neuron’smean activationwhen
triggered by feature of interest instances occurring during the generated sequence and
the mean activation when triggered by other features. The latter array, i.e.

impulses = |
(
1 −2 1

)
∗Hn,∀t∈{0,1,...,Tg}| (5.1)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operator according to equation (2.35) and
(
1 −2 1

)
is a second order derivative kernel based on central difference as included in equa-
tion (2.39), essentially weights to what degree the local neural activity for each entity
in the generated sequence corresponds to a spike. Lets rephrase that – large values
in impulses correspond to activation patterns that matches the kernel, that is, there
exists local minima or maxima. Thus, when extracting the values of impulses corre-
sponding to features of interest, and taking the mean as well as adding δ, the value
represents the total tendency of the neuron to fire a spike activation when triggered
by the give feature of interest. The salience array is then normalized with the largest
saliency value. That way, each value in the relevance heatmap for a given feature of
interest tells about the relative importance of corresponding neuron, that is, to what
extent it gets triggered by the feature of interest in comparison with other inputs and
also other neurons. To match elements for the convolutional operation outside the
interior interval ∀ t ∈ (0, Tg), that is, in the extremes t ∈ {0, Tg}, padding is concate-
nated for H according to equation (2.42).

The heatmap with its relevance map is complemented with a Fourier transform
heat surface functionHF that is calculated by performing a DFT described in Section
2.3.1 Discrete Fourier Transform of the heatmapHn, including each and every charac-
ter (i.e. not only fseq). Thus, periodicity in the temporal sequences of neural activity
may be found by detecting peaks of frequency components in HF . It is convenient to
let the sampling frequency fs ≡ 1, that is, a (time) sequence step corresponds to a
entity prediction step. If this holds, then the Nyquist frequency, covered in the same
section, i.e. largest detectable frequency

fn =
fs
2

=
1

2
, (5.2)

which is why the upper domain limit of HF on line 10 equals 0.5. In the imple-
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mentation, the DFT is calculated through the method Fast Fourier Transform1 [72].
The other feature (read property, as opposed to text feature) in the implementa-

tion on line 32, if requested by the user, is to automatically detect peaks in either the
Relevance Heatmap R or in the Fourier heat surface function HF . The number of
hypotheses nh to be proposed by the visualization models, that is, number of peaks
to detect, is defined by the user. For R, the algorithm looks for the greatest relevance
scores among all neurons, and adjusts the neurons of interest to be a window centered
at the neuron with highest relevance peak. The same functionality holds for HF ,
though, a bandwidth bF needs to specify the frequency interval of interest, to avoid
only finding large zero frequency components, that is, high mean values according
to equation (2.34) which is not of interest for periodicity. Note that these proposed
hypotheses neither are necessarily mutually exclusive nor jointly exhaustive. In other
words, multiple proposed hypotheses (neurons) can be correct and there may still be
other neurons not found that have functionalities for the specific feature.

5.1.2 Visualization of LSTM
The function visualizeLSTM is illustrated in Algorithm 6 and is built in the same
manner as the visualization function for the Vanilla RNN in Algorithm 5. In this
implementation, the input activations aseq to visualize are extracted from the word
prediction step of Algorithm 4 and is defined by the user to either be the LSTM out-
puts of the forget gate, input gate, output gate, carry (cell) state or the hidden state.
While the Keras function predict is used to get the latter i.e. hidden state vector ht

from the last hidden LSTM layer output, the other outputs are manually computed ac-
cording to equations (2.6-2.10) presented in Section 2.1.2 Long Short-term Memory.
The activations aseq are utilized for heatmap colored highlighting of the generated
text, the heatmap of features of interest, the relevance heatmap and finally the Fourier
transformed heat surface function. As this is performed in the same fashion as in the
character case, more details can be read in previous Section 5.1.1 Visualization of
Vanilla RNN. The difference is that the feature of interest either can be represented
by a regular expression specifying for instance words beginning with a captial letter
such as ”This”, numbers ”[0-9]”, spaces ” ” etc, but also any Part Of Speech (POS)
tags such as nouns, verbs, foreign words and so on, by using the NLP toolkit platform
NLTK [73].

5.2 Experimental Results
Finally, the concrete experimental results of the developed visualization techniques
proposed in this thesis are presented in this section, beginning with the toy example

1An algorithm to calculate the DFT by factorization to save computational performance.
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Algorithm 6 Visualization of LSTM during word prediction
1: function visualizeLSTM(aseq, generated text)
2: Tw ← context window size
3: Tg ← length of generated text
4: table← ∅
5: nseq ← neurons of interest ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}
6: feature← regular expression specifying words or POS
7: nh ← number of auto-detected hypotheses
8: fseq ← ∅
9: heatmap H← 0nseq×Tg

10: relevance heatmap R← 0nseq×1

11: fourier heatsurface HF ← 0nseq×0:0.5

12: for each t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Tg} do
13: a0:N,t ← atseq
14: Hnseq ,t = anseq,t

15: if sample matches feature then
16: fseq ← fseq ∪ {t}
17: end if
18: end for
19: saliencies← ∅
20: for each n ∈ nseq do
21: tablen = heatmapColored(generated text,Hn,0:Tg)

22: δ ← |mean
(
Hn,∀f∈fseq

)
−mean

(
Hn,∀f /∈fseq

)
|

23: impulses← |
(
1 −2 1

)
∗Hn,∀t∈{0,1,...,Tg}|

24: saliency ← δ +mean
(
impulses∀f∈fseq

)
25: Rn ← saliency

26: saliencies← saliencies ∪ {Rn}
27: end for
28: R← R

max (saliencies)
29: HF ← F (H)

30: if autodetect then
31: map← relevance heatmap or fourier heatsurfaceHF
32: bF ← band width for auto-detecting frequency component peaks
33: nseq = autoDetectPeaks (map,R,HF , bF , nh)
34: end if
35: return tablenseq ,Hnseq ,fseq ,Rnseq ,HFnseq

36: end function
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of character prediction in Section 5.2.1 Results with Vanilla RNN, followed by the
word-level testbed in Section 5.2.2 Results with LSTM.

5.2.1 Results with Vanilla RNN
A predicted text sequence with the character-level Vanilla RNN and the visualization
of neural activity for tree neurons in the (only) hidden layer is provided in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Predicted text sequence seeded with input letter ”n” where charac-
ters are highlighted based on each neuron’s activation when triggered by the
character. The activation corresponds to the hidden RNN layer states. Neuron
18 (middle) seems to have a pattern of being inactive (blue) when triggered by
the second letter of synthesized words.

The input character used for seeding this text is the letter ”n”. Each character is then
highlighted for each neuron based on the corresponding hidden layer neural activation
when the RNN is triggered by the character. The possible range of the activation
is unbounded, i.e. ∈ (−∞,∞), and the color range goes from blue (negative) to
red (positive) as depicted by the colorbar in the table. The complementing heatmap
is visualized in Figure 5.1. The heatmap represents the same distribution of neural
activity with the neurons listed in Table 5.12 to give an overview. This is the case
when the feature of interest is defined as any character, i.e. all are included in the
heatmap, implying that all relevance scores in the figure equal zero. To utilize the
automatic peak detection of relevance scores, some feature of interest first needs to be
manually hypothesized. Testing of such, e.g. spaces ” ” or new line specifiers ”\n”,
does not seem to yield any particular neuron relevance for this simple Vanilla RNN
architecture. Nevertheless, the proposed visualization tool of the DFT heat surface

2The reason of the perhaps nonintuitive decreasing order of the listed neurons in Table 5.1
is to keep the coordinate system right-handed.
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Figure 5.1: HeatmapHnseq ,fseq of neural activity for the three neurons listed in
Table 5.1 where all predicted characters are included (left). This implies that
all relevance scores R equals zero (right).

presented in Figure 5.2 turns out to be more useful in this context. The only parameter
needed to be specified is the bandwidth of interest bF ∈

(
0, 12
]

=
[
fT ,

1
2

]
, where

fT = 1
Tg

is the sampling period and Tg is the length of the generated text sequence.
This discrete interval is used to search for all frequency components excluding the
zero frequency as it according to equation (2.34) corresponds to the mean and does
not contain information about periodicity. As seen in the figure, multiple frequency
components are found for neuron 18, hence, some underlying patterns of its neural
activity should be revealed. Going back to the predicted text sequence in Table 5.1,
it appears that this particular neuron has a tendency to reach a significant negative
activation state when triggered by the second character in the synthesized words. Note
that this type of pattern is not possible to represent by a specific feature of interest in
this implementation.

5.2.2 Results with LSTM
Before presenting the results of predicted text samples and visualization of these in
Section 5.2.2 Visualization Results of LSTM, a simple illustration will be provided of
the word embedding representation in the following Section 5.2.2 Word Embedding.
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Figure 5.2: Fourier transform heat surfaceHF of the neural activity including
the three neurons in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1. Neuron 18 was automatically
detected as it had the largest frequency component peak (for frequencies> 0).

Word Embedding

The 25 most common words of the GloVe pre-trained vocabulary V , being further
trained on the used data set described in Section 4.3 Data Sets, are visualized in Fig-
ure 5.3. This projection is calculated with PCA described in Section 2.3.3 Principal
Component Analysis. The figure confirms that some reasonable word similarity is
captured, for instance ”you” and ”I” are very closely related at least in these two
principal components. Likewise, a few special character such as parentheses or the
quote sign seems to be represented in a distinct cluster from the words.

Visualization Results of LSTM

Two different instances of predicted text based on corresponding input sentences

{”Here”,” ”,”are”,” ”,”two”,” ”,”reasons”,” ”} (5.3)

and
{”Years”,” ”,”of”,” ”,”intelligent”,” ”,”humans”,”:”} (5.4)

acting as seeds, are used in the test cases of this section to evaluate the models of
visualization. Firstly, the neural activity is focused on the hidden LSTM layer states
in equation (2.11) and the predicted text sequences seeded with input sentence (5.3)
and (5.4) are visualized in Table 5.2 respectively 5.3. Each word, beginning with the
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Figure 5.3: 25 most frequent word from corpus projected with PCA after word
embedding training to give an idea of stored word similarly.

last word of the input sentence, is highlighted according to the activation in range
−1 (blue) to 1 (red) of respective neuron for the time being when predicting the next
word. This is complemented with the heatmap Hnseq ,fseq and relevance heatmap R
visualized in Figure 5.4. Here, the intended feature of interest is ” ” (space). The
presented neurons 295 and 376 , i.e. the 295th and 376th hidden neurons in this par-
ticular layer of interest, and their neighbor neurons are presented in the Tables 5.2,
5.3 and the heatmaps in Figure 5.4. These are automatically detected for the given
feature of interest through the relevance heatmap R and are the two best proposed
hypotheses for both predicted texts. The top two hypothesized neurons are also visu-
alized through the DFT heat surface of their activations in Figure 5.5 that confirms
the relevance for spaces due to its periodicity corresponding to the frequency close
to 0.5, that is, spaces are predicted roughly in every second step. Moreover, the five
best hypotheses based on the relevance heatmap are provided in Table 5.4 for both
predicted texts ordered by decreasing corresponding relevance values and including
respective DFT values. The Fourier transform heat surfaceHF is also used on its own
to propose hypotheses of relevant neurons, that is, maxima in the bandwidth domain
bF of interest. The top two best hypotheses are shown in Figure 5.6 for the neural
activity of respective predicted texts. This time, top two neuron tuples (361, 597) and
(151, 376) are suggested. Significant peaks appear even here for frequency 0.5. In
addition, the five best hypotheses proposed by the DFT heat surface for respective
predicted texts are presented in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.2: Predicted text sequence seeded with input (5.3) where words are
highlighted based on each neuron’s activation when predicting the next word.
The activation corresponds to the hidden LSTM layer states in equation (2.11).
Neuron 295 and 376 seems to be actively triggered by spaces, with an action
potential going from negative values up to zero.
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Table 5.3: Another instance of predicted text in the same fashion as Table 5.2
but seeded with input (5.4). Neuron 295 and 376 seems even for this outcome
to be actively triggered by spaces.
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(a) Heatmap of predicted text seeded with
input (5.3).

(b) Heatmap of predicted text seeded with
input (5.4).

Figure 5.4: Heatmap Hnseq ,fseq of neural activity in Table 5.2 and 5.3 where
the feature of interest ” ” (space) is extracted (left map of (a) and (b)) to cal-
culate its relevance scores R for each neuron (right map of (a) and (b)). The
heatmaps show that neuron 295 and 376, that were automatically detected by
the relevance heatmap, have a consistent activation around zero for the ex-
tracted feature of interest space as also seen in Table 5.2 and 5.3.

(a) Heat surface for predicted text seeded
with input (5.3). Automatically detected
neurons from R in Figure 5.4a.

(b) Heat surface for predicted text seeded
with input (5.4). Automatically detected
neurons from R in Figure 5.4b.

Figure 5.5: Fourier transform heat surface HF of the neural activity from Ta-
ble 5.2 and 5.3. Significant frequency component peaks are confirmed at fre-
quency 0.5 corresponding to a period of 2 (every second word) for neuron 295
and 376. The figure complements the found sensitivity for spaces visualized
in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and Figure 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Five best proposed hypotheses in the same fashion as Figure 5.4 and
5.5, i.e. relevant neurons with respective score valueRn complemented by the
DFTHF of their activity, according to relevance heatmapR for predicted texts
seeded with respective input sentences (5.3) and (5.4).

Hypothesis
Text sample Seeded with (5.3) Seeded with (5.4)

Neuron n Rn HFn Neuron n Rn HFn

(1) 376 1.000 0.197 376 1.000 0.182
(2) 295 0.984 0.199 295 0.955 0.148
(3) 597 0.925 0.217 597 0.896 0.175
(4) 361 0.854 0.216 361 0.876 0.130
(5) 151 0.816 0.197 151 0.873 0.183

Table 5.5: Five best proposed hypotheses in the same fashion as Figure 5.6, i.e.
relevant neurons with respective score value, according to DFT heat surface
HF for predicted texts seeded with respective input sentences (5.3) and (5.4).

Hypothesis
Text sample Seeded with (5.3) Seeded with (5.4)

Neuron n HFn Neuron n HFn

(1) 597 0.217 151 0.183
(2) 361 0.216 376 0.182
(3) 125 0.207 597 0.175
(4) 376 0.199 633 0.168
(5) 151 0.196 328 0.165

The succeeding test case is to find relevant neurons for prediction of plain words,
that is, words only including small letters that also may start with a capital letter, of
which excludes spaces, special characters, new line specifiers etc. The predicted text
samples seeded with input (5.3) and input (5.4) are presented in Table 5.6 respectively
Table 5.7, both visualizing the acticity of the LSTM output gate ot in equation (2.10).
Note that this range [0, 1] is non-negative and excludes blue highlighting. Neuron 222
is automatically detected to be most relevant for both texts according to the relevance
heatmap illustrated in Figure 5.7 and also Table 5.8, whereas Neuron 240 and 201 are
the secondary hypotheses for respective text. The heatmap extracting neural activity
when predicting plain word is found in the same figure, it can be seen that the most
prominently detected neuron 222 is highly active for this feature. As plain words
intuitively have a tendency to appear as often as spaces, the DFT heat surface is also
included for both predicted texts in Figure 5.8 as well as Table 5.8. It might not
be visually clear, due to large zero-frequency (mean) components, but the frequency
component peaks for neuron 222, 240 and 201 are significant and the same order of
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(a) Heat surface for predicted text seeded
with input (5.3). Automatically detected
neurons frommaxima ofHF for the band-
width of interest bF .

(b) Heat surface for predicted text seeded
with input (5.4). Automatically detected
neurons frommaxima ofHF for the band-
width of interest bF .

Figure 5.6: Fourier transform heat surfaceHF of neural activity. Two hypoth-
esized space-relevant neurons are automatically detected to have significant
frequency component peaks at frequency 0.5 corresponding to a period of 2
(every second word), i.e. sensitivity for spaces.

(a) Heatmap of predicted text seeded with
input (5.3).

(b) Heatmap of predicted text seeded with
input (5.4).

Figure 5.7: HeatmapHnseq ,fseq of neural activity in Table 5.6 and 5.7 where the
extracted feature of interest is plain words (left map of (a) and (b)) to calculate
its relevance scores R for each neuron (right map of (a) and (b)). Neuron 222
was automatically detected as best hypothesis for both texts based on relevance
and confirms the sensitivity of plain words seen in Table 5.6, 5.7. In addition,
240 and 201 were automatically detected as secondary hypotheses.
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Table 5.6: Predicted text sequence seeded with input (5.3) where words are
highlighted based on each neuron’s activation when predicting the next word.
The activation corresponds to the LSTM output gate ot in equation (2.10).
Neuron 222 seems to clearly be actively triggered by plain words excluding
spaces, special characters etc.
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Table 5.7: Another instance of predicted text in the same fashion as Table 5.6
but seeded with input (5.4). Neuron 222 seems even for this outcome to be
actively triggered by plain words. Note that neuron 201, being suggested as
relevant for plain words, appears to get deactivated by the word ”The” and
pronouns such as ”We”, ”They” and ”Your” etc.
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Table 5.8: Two best proposed hypotheses in the same fashion as Figure 5.7 and
5.8, i.e. relevant neurons with respective relevance score value and included
DFT heat surface values, according to relevance heatmap Rn for predicted
texts seeded with respective input sentences (5.3) and (5.4).

Hypothesis
Text sample Seeded with (5.3) Seeded with (5.4)

Neuron n Rn HFn Neuron n Rn HFn

(1) 222 1.000 0.169 222 1.000 0.119
(2) 240 0.948 0.153 201 0.924 0.145

magnitude (about two thirds according to Table 5.8) as the ones previous example i.e.
for space as feature of interest. As a side note, pay closer attention to Neuron 201 in
Table 5.7. Even if it is suggested as a relevant hypothesis given plain words being the
feature of interest, it appears that it as well has clear tendencies to get deactivated by
the word ”The” and pronouns such as ”You” ”I”, ”We”, ”They”, ”My” and ”Your”.
This will be further covered in Section 6.2 Experimental Results of the discussion
chapter.

(a) Heat surface for predicted text seeded
with input (5.3).

(b) Heat surface for predicted text seeded
input (5.4).

Figure 5.8: Fourier transform heat surface HF of the neural activity in Table
5.6 and 5.7. The significant frequency component peaks seen at frequency
0.5 i.e. a period of 2 (every second word) for neuron 222, 240 and 201 might
be hard to distinguish because of the large zero-frequency (mean) values and
since some of the neighbor neurons also have peaks for this frequency.

The final test case is based on finding neurons relevant for distinguishing complete
sentences, rather than words as in the previous test case. The configuration of this test
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case is identical to the previous one, but with the difference that the specified feature
of interest is changed to focus on special characters ending sentences. Specifically, it
includes dots ”.”, exclamation marks ”!” and question marks ”?”. The two predicted
texts with visualized neural activity are illustrated in Table 5.9 and Table 5.10. Neuron
455, 561 and 216 are automatically detected by the relevance heatmap in Figure 5.9,
that confirms the extracted heatmap in the same figure and, as also seen in the pre-
dicted text tables, that the neurons (to different extents) consistently are highly active
during sentences and impulsively gets deactivated when predicting dots and question
marks in the texts. These hypotheses for respective predicted text is also presented in
Table 5.11.

(a) Heatmap of predicted text seeded with
input (5.3).3

(b) Heatmap of predicted text seeded with
input (5.4).

Figure 5.9: Heatmap Hnseq ,fseq of neural activity in Table 5.9 and 5.10 where
the extracted feature of interest is special characters ending sentences i.e. dots,
exclamation marks and question marks (left map of (a) and (b)) to calculate
its relevance scores R for each neuron (right map of (a) and (b)). Neuron 455,
561 and 216 were automatically detected based on relevance and confirms the
sensitivity of dots and question marks seen in Table 5.9 and 5.10.

3The upper half of the heatmap in Figure 5.9a might give the impression of not being
properly calculated, due to the homogeneous color distribution. Though, this simply indicates
that not only the secondary hypothesized neuron 561 has activations exactly equaling zero for
all dots and question marks, but so does its two neighbour neurons.
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Table 5.9: Predicted text sequence seeded with input (5.3) where words are
highlighted based on each neuron’s activation when predicting the next word.
The activation corresponds to the LSTM output gate ot in equation (2.10).
Neuron 455, and to some extent neuron 561, seems to be highly active during
sentences and get deactivated by dots and question marks.
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Table 5.10: Another instance of predicted text in the same fashion as Table
5.9 but seeded with input (5.4). Neuron 455 seems even for this outcome to be
highly active during sentences and get deactivated by dots and question marks,
while neuron 216 seems to only carry some of this tendency.
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Table 5.11: Two best proposed hypotheses in the same fashion as Figure
5.9, i.e. relevant neurons with respective score value, according to relevance
heatmap Rn for predicted texts seeded with respective input sentences (5.3)
and (5.4).

Hypothesis
Text sample Seeded with (5.3) Seeded with (5.4)

Neuron n Rn Neuron n Rn

(1) 561 1.000 455 1.000
(2) 455 0.983 216 0.958



Chapter 6

Discussion

This chapter provides an extensive discussion about the proposed models of visual-
ization in Section 6.1 Visualization Artifacts, analysis of the test case results using
these in Section 6.2 Experimental Results and finally regarding to what degree this
work can be justified, in Section 6.3 Quality Assurance.

6.1 Visualization Artifacts
The idea of the feature-extracted heatmap Hnseq ,fseq is to find any neuron function-
ality, that is, neurons with certain patterns that through connectivity created by the
trained network allows the neurons to respond to certain input sequences in a way to
impact the following predictions, e.g. ensure a period is followed by a space (See
Definition 1.7). Some of this kind of neuron functionality is found and demonstrated
by Arras et al. [4], Karpathy et al. [6] and Strobelt et al. [7]. One challenge in find-
ing this type of functionality in the heatmap view, where only features of interest are
extracted from the sequence, is that any streak of neuron activation triggered by these
features is not necessarily uniquely prominent as the neuron might be so constantly,
for all inputs. Of that reason, the visualization is in this thesis complemented by a rel-
evance heatmap R. This novel relevance heatmap proposed in this thesis differs from
other suggested relevance scores described in Section 1.1 Background that focus on
a variety of features such as input words, word embedding dimensions and so forth.
The relevance heatmap R however is based on both difference between respective
neural state means when triggered by the feature of interest and other features, as well
as the action potential, or spike impulse, as described in Section 5.1.1 Visualization
of Vanilla RNN. While the former i.e. absolute valued mean difference δ of neural
states would be sufficient to filter out neurons with high activations for all features,
alone it fails in promoting precision of feature-specific spikes, and rather rewards large
differences. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1 including constructed cases of neural acti-

71
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vations for corresponding input words wi where the bold ones (green) represent some
feature of interest. The mean activations when triggered by the feature of interest re-
spectively other features are included as dashed lines. The left plot is an example of
a neuron that with precision gets triggered specifically by the feature of interest, thus
is desired to convey a high relevance score, whereas the neuron of the right plot is
not well correlated with the feature of interest inputs but just happens to have greater
variations. Using only the absolute valued mean difference δ as a relevance indicator,
the neuron of the right plot would misleadingly arise a higher relevance score. This
is not the case for the relevance heatmap R of this thesis as the neural spikes attribute
impulses is proposed and utilized. Nonetheless, the mean difference should also play
a role and is hence still included.

(a) Activation of a neuron that with pre-
cision gets activated by the feature of in-
terest. Though, its variations are small,
leading to a small difference between the
means (dashed).

(b) Activation of a neuron that is not
very correlatedwith the feature of interest.
However, its variations are large, leading
to a large difference between the means
(dashed).

Figure 6.1: Constructed examples of neural activity of two neurons (a) respec-
tively (b) to illustrate why an absolute valued mean difference is not sufficient
as a feature-specific relevance indicator. It would then misleadingly favor the
case of the right plot (b).

The representation of feature of interest allows in work for either a

• entity instance,

• syntax pattern or

• word class

in the text domain, such as a space, period, capital letter, a word beginning with a
capital letter or a word class with a certain POS tag. Although, this might be extended
in future work to allow for a broader set of features. One example is characteristics
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of texts for instance words related to a certain topic, to find out what neurons that are
relevant for specific subjects in texts.

In addition to the highlighted text and heatmap visualizations, the implementation
of DFT of neural activity to find neurons with periodicity is suggested, of which is
described in the same section. This attribute has a limited scope of application, as
any syntactic patterns in text sequences e.g. grammar, does not necessarily implies
periodicity. For the case of character-level, word lengths are independent of their
meaning, thus, periodicity might only be related to statistical properties such as mean
word or sentence lengths. For word-level prediction, at least spaces and plain words
are very periodic as they tend to appear every second prediction. As a matter of fact,
the proposed heat surface HF may not only be used to detect relevant neurons on
its own, but also serves a complementary purpose of validating found hypotheses
by the relevance heatmap, of which will be further discussed in Section 6.3 Quality
Assurance. Before that, the applicability of these visualization models will now be
discussed in Section 6.2 Experimental Results.

6.2 Experimental Results

6.2.1 Vanilla RNN
With an accuracy of 44.5%, the character-level Vanilla RNN model predicts a text
sample presented in Table 5.1. Many words are synthesized with correct spelling
where spaces, dots, commas and apostrophes are in general properly provided. The
grammar is not very well which is expected as the effort was only addressed on achiev-
ing proper sequences on a word-level, as a toy example. The heatmap-colored char-
acters in the table clearly visualizes neural activity, while the heatmap of Figure 5.1
gives a proper overview. Attempts of specifying feature of interests such as spaces
and new line specifiers, however, seems not to make the relevance heatmap detect
any neuron of particular functionality. This might not be too surprising, consider-
ing the discussed problem of ”amnesia” and vanishing gradient problem of Vanilla
RNNs covered in Section 2.1.2 Long Short-term Memory (as motivation to instead
use LSTM units). This model architecture might simply be too basic to allow for
development of feature-specific systematic functionality, at least for specialized neu-
rons. It may yet be sufficient for the network to stochastically predict for instance
likely letters usually followed by each other and then at some point terminate a proper
synthesized word with a space.

By instead using the proposed DFT heat surface tool to detect the most prominent
frequency component (other than the zero, mean, components), multiple frequencies
are revealed for the 18th neuron of the hidden layer as visualized in Figure 5.2. Look-
ing into its activity for the predicted text in Table 5.1, the specific pattern of being
deactivated when triggered by the second letter of synthesized words is discovered.
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Note that this kind of features are not possible to define as a feature of interest in
this implementation and may thus not be found by the relevance heatmap. It might
be considered like a very specialized functionality and debatable why the visualiza-
tion models cannot find simpler functionalities. Note however that the limited per-
formance of the Vanilla RNN might cause it to embed this kind of functionality to
predict these in the majority of the neurons. For instance, if the ”space”-neuron in the
output layer (remember, One-Hot embedding is utilized for this model meaning that
the input and output neurons are uniquely assigned to domain entities i.e. characters)
is connected with evenly distributed weights from a large set of hidden neurons, then
if all these mutually slightly increase their activations, the probability for predicting
this may accumulate and increase significantly. The visualization models of this the-
sis are optimized to detect functionalities when only a few neurons are specialized for
these. Such are found for the word-level LSTM implementation to now be discussed
in Section 6.2.2 LSTM.

6.2.2 LSTM
Text sequences that to a large extent are syntactically proper, with doubtful semantics,
are predicted as exemplified in Table 5.2 and 5.3, seeded with input sentences (5.3)
and (5.4), respectively. More effort was addressed on achieving a good prediction
performance of this LSTMmodel, compared to the character-level Vanilla RNN. Even
if a prediction accuracy of 55.6% might seem be unimpressive, especially given that
close to 50 percentage points of the accuracy merely corresponds to correctly predict
spaces, it is definitely sufficient for this work. Keep inmind that every prediction being
wrong is only deviating from the words of the target text. A created text sequence can
nevertheless be followed by a vast number of words that all are perfectly grammatically
correct and semantically suitable for the context.

For the first test case when space is defined as the feature of interest, the top two
visualized hypotheses detected from the relevance heatmap are seen in Figure 5.4.
These suggested neurons, i.e. 295 and 376, clearly show a consistent activation that
for almost all spaces equal zero as seen in the heatmap of the Figure. The other tool of
visualization, i.e. the DFT heat surface in Figure 5.5, confirms that the neurons get ac-
tivated for every second predicted word, corresponding to a period of 0.5, by showing
significant frequency peaks. To further confirm this, the most intuitive visualization
technique, closest related to the input domain, is to check the Tables 5.2 and 5.3 that
clearly reveal that the neurons have action potentials rising from negative values up
to zero for spaces. Note that the relevance heatmap suggested the identical set of top
five hypotheses for both predicted texts, seen in Table 5.4. When using the DFT heat
surface on its own to calculate its top two hypotheses in Figure 5.6, some other neu-
rons are suggested. Evaluating more hypotheses i.e. the top five in Table 5.5, it can be
confirmed that most are the same as suggested by the relevance heatmap, even if the
order differs. Notice that no set of hypotheses suggested by these proposed visualiza-
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tion models necessarily needs to be mutually exclusive, nor jointly exhaustive. There
can be multiple that may together be correct, as more than one neuron may contribute
to some functionality, for instance increasing the overall probability of predicting a
space after a word. Furthermore, the visualization models surely miss a great deal
of relevant neurons. Partly, it is limited by the number of hypotheses to include, nh,
being arbitrarily defined. It can be seen as a threshold to include a sufficient number
of hypotheses that are relevant but ignore hypotheses that are slightly but not signif-
icantly relevant. As seen in the tables of hypotheses, e.g. Table 5.4, the relevance
scores Rn are monotonically decreasing. Another aspect why hypotheses are missed
out by these visualization models is that they simply are not able to detect some types
of functionalities, for instance the ”second-character-of-words-activation” as seen for
neuron 18 in Table 5.1, due to the way the features of interest are defined.

The succeeding test case detected relevant neurons for plain words, i.e. words only
containing letters, as shown in Figure 5.7 and further specified in Table 5.8. These
indicate that a certain neuron, 222, is not only detected for both predicted texts but
is also the most relevant in both cases according to the relevance heatmap. This is
also confirmed by the DFT heat surface specified in the same table and visualized
in Figure 5.8. Taking a look at Table 5.6 and 5.7, it can be intuitively validated that
neuron 222 indeed clearly gets activated by plain words. The secondary hypotheses,
however, are more equivocal in showing this behavior. For instance, neighbor neuron
239 seen in Table 5.6 seems to almost have a similarly consistent pattern if not more
than the actual suggested secondary hypothesis corresponding to neuron 240. Note
that these calculated relevance scores only are proposed models and cannot be guar-
anteed to find the most relevant neurons, of which too is subjective. This is the reason
the visualization tool of these tables with activity-highlighted texts are suitable for
confirmation and comparison, as they may be more intuitive than the heatmaps or the
DFT heat surfaces. However, these heatmaps and heat surfaces are needed to suggest
hypotheses in the first place and to complement each other. An example of a pattern
neither detected by the heatmaps nor DFT heat surfaces, but found in Table 5.7 is
the activity of neuron 201 that, expect for responding to plain words of which is the
feature it is suggested to be a secondary hypothesis for, gets deactivated by the word
”The” and pronouns. Theoretically, the relevance heatmap is designed to be able to
detect this kind of pattern, given a feature of interest being the POS tag corresponding
to pronouns. Attempts were made for this and other POS tags such as nouns and ad-
jectives, but without success to automatically detect neurons like 201. A reason could
be that the neurons seems to be able to have multiple functionalities and get triggered
by a set of features that are not related. In the case of neuron 201, it appears to react to
plain words, pronouns and specifically the word ”The”. This can be seen for several
other neurons in these visualization tables, for instance neuron 376 in Table 5.3 that
not only gets impulses up to zero by spaces but also gets a positive activation by quotes
or apostrophes. Another example is neuron 223 in Table 5.7 getting deactivated by
specific words like ”And”, ”Have”, ”That” and so forth. This makes it difficult to
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define simple feature of interest sets. Going back to neuron 201 in Table 5.7, specify-
ing a pronoun POS tag as feature of interest would mean that the neuron’s additional
deactivation of the word ”The”, having a determiner POS tag, would penalize its rel-
evance score. If both pronoun and determiner POS tags instead are defined as feature
of interests, then the high activation of the word ”This”, also being a determiner, as
opposed to the low activation of the word ”The”, would be counterproductive with
respect to the relevance score. Defining even more specific feature of interest rules,
for instance combining a POS tag with some specific words, is for obvious reasons not
an option since these specific tendencies would not be known beforehand. One option
could be to iterate through randomized feature of interests and save configuration with
high scores (and removing the normalization used in the current implementation), just
like the hyper-parameters were found in this thesis, nevertheless it would be very time
consuming due to complex mathematical operations on thousands of neurons just for
one feature of interest instance.

Finally, the hypotheses detected by the relevance heatmap in the last test case is
visualized through the heatmaps of Figure 5.9 and specified in Table 5.11. Ending
of sentences corresponding to dots, question marks and exclamation mark is the fea-
ture of interest and one hypothesis, neuron 455, is suggested for both predicted texts.
However, it is not the primary hypothesis for both instances. Considering the visual-
ization of Table 5.9 and 5.10, the activations of all proposed neurons have a dip down
to zero for these features. Neuron 455 seems to be most consistent for this behavior
for both predicted texts, even if it is recommended as a secondary hypothesis in the
former text sample. As mentioned, the proposed calculation of relevance scores are
not ideal models and thus not guaranteed to perfectly prioritize the intuitively most
relevant neurons. What can be learned from this test case, though, is that consistent
result, such as neuron 455 being hypothesized for both texts, seem to weight more
than one with higher relevance score i.e. neuron 561 in the first text.

6.3 Quality Assurance
The research methodologies suitable for quantitative research methods and chosen for
this thesis in Section 3.1.4 Quality Assurance are Validity, Reliability, Replicability
and Ethics, covered in the following sections.

6.3.1 Validity
Lets begin with covering the validity, where one aspect for the proposed software is
Construct Validity. This involves how well the operationalization actually represent
the intended concept to measure [23]. The operationalizations of this work are the
proposed models of visualization to detect and visualize neuron functionality. This
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implies that the construct validity is how well these, i.e. the activity-highlighted pre-
dicted text tables, heatmaps with corresponding relevance heatmaps and the DFT heat
surfaces, explain patterns of the neural activity and to what extent detected neurons
given some feature of interest indeed are possessing the hypothesized functionality.
There are a few ways to measure construct validity. The most straight forward way,
which might be the weakest, is through Face Validity that means to check the opera-
tionalization on the surface whether it seems to be a good representation of its con-
struct [23]. This was performed previously in Section 6.2 Experimental Results while
checking that the hypothesized neurons by the relevance heatmap can be confirmed to
have consistent activation in the corresponding heatmap where the feature of interest
is extracted, that the DFT heat surface indeed has significant frequency component
peaks for neurons hypothesized to have some periodicity and finally that the activity-
highlighted text tables confirm prominent (de)activation for some defined features of
interest. Another way to increase the construct validity is through Convergent Valid-
ity, that is, to what degree different operationalizations are similar (when producing
results), that in theory are supposed to be similar [23]. This was also controlled in pre-
vious section when comparing the different models of visualization. For all test cases,
the visualization of respective operationalization was compared and confirmed. This
involved that neurons relevant for each feature of interest included in the relevance
heatmaps also could be confirmed to be sensitive for the features in the highlighted
text tables. In the first two test cases with spaces and plain words as feature of inter-
est where periodicity of activation was expected, the DFT heat surface was as well
applicable and too confirmed that the relevant neurons had prominent and relevant
frequency components. Convergent validity for the detection part was shown for the
first test case, where almost all of the top five hypotheses suggested by the relevance
heatmap were the same as the top five hypotheses that independently were proposed
by the DFT heat surface, even if the order differed.

Note that what has been discussed so far concerning the construct validity, indi-
cates validity that the set of software operationalizations do detect relevant neurons
as well as interpretably visualize patterns their neural activity. Note however that to
keep the Internal Validity of the work, that is, to what degree conclusions based on
inferences can be justified, it should be emphasized that found patterns does not im-
ply functionalities. Clear consistent patterns of neuron activation for some specific
feature may surely convince that there is no circumstantial behavior, but rather that
the neuron has some functionality in the sense that it is likely to contribute to an in-
creased probability of predicting some feature that is followed (such as a space after
a period). Even if the objective of the thesis is to show how to detect and visualize
neural functionality, it cannot from these results be justified to conclude that the found
patters correspond to functionalities. This is the case since all the succeeding layers
of weights are not visualized in this thesis, thus, it is not known what in fact happens
with the impulses of the neurons; they might vanish themselves due to small weights
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or be canceled out by another impulse with the conjugate1 activation. Though, it is
reasonable to believe that at least some of these found clear patterns in fact reveal true
functionalities.

6.3.2 Reliability
To test whether any result is reliable, not only one instance of predicted text was pro-
vided, seeded with input sentence (5.3), but another was also generated seeded with
input (5.4). The second predicted text was almost double in text length Tg to ensure
sufficient appearances of features, such as periods and question marks that occurs
much more rarely than spaces or common words. Note that the final entity of the sec-
ond input sentence (5.4) differs from the one of the first; ”:” (colon) instead of ” ”
(space). See, this tests that a neuron hypothesized to be relevant for spaces for instance
not just have learned to initially wait for one prediction and then predict a space every
second step, but to from the beginning pay attention to the last word of the input se-
quence. As seen for all test cases in Section 6.2 Experimental Results, at least some of
the proposed hypotheses for the first predicted texts were also suggested as hypothe-
ses for the second predicted texts. Additionally, the visualizations (highlighted texts,
heatmaps and heat surfaces) reveal the same tendency of patterns for both predicted
texts in all test cases, for the relevant neurons. This indicates reliability of the soft-
ware models. Note that, as concluded in Section 6.2.2 LSTM, the specific relevance
scores themselves and the ranked order of proposed hypotheses are not of highest
importance. Rather, the sets of hypotheses are provided as a suggestions of neurons
likely of being relevant. More weight should be focused on the reliable hypotheses
i.e. neurons that are suggested for both (or more) predicted text samples.

6.3.3 Replicability
Replicability is important for showing External Validity, i.e. that the work also is valid
for external, new, real world situations. Even if replicability is hard to prove without
letting others reproduce and replicate the work, the work can to a larger extent be
falsifiable (which is a good property for validity) by providing clear documentation
of the work and therefore specify any statements. In this thesis, pseudo code for the
proposed algorithms is provided to give a clear detailed overview of the methods. In
addition, the developed code is open source. Then the work it is not only reproducible,
but since the code is allowing for other corpus data sets, RNN architectures and so
on, the work is likely to be replicable.

1Negative if the other is positive and vice versa.

https://github.com/johndah/Visualization-of-Recurrent-Neural-Networks
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6.3.4 Ethics
Finally, traits of ethics such as respect for others, honesty, objectivity and openness
has been strived after to be achieved in this thesis. This includes to properly highlight
related work, to emphasize limitations of the proposed softwares themselves and con-
clusions, to provide at least relevant details about the implementations i.e. through
the pseudo codes of the algorithms and lastly to make the code open source.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis contributes with explainability of Recurrent Neural Networks by propos-
ing, implementing and testing software models of visualization that represent activa-
tion distributions of artificial neurons in the networks. These includes neural activity-
based highlighting of predicted text, a heatmap of extracted feature-specific neuron
activations with a corresponding proposed novel relevance heatmap and finally a sug-
gested heat surface visualization based on the discrete Fourier transformation of the
neural activity to analyze periodicity. Moreover, the visualization models include the
property of automatically detecting neurons of interest either based on some feature
of interest, using the relevance heatmap, or based on some bandwidth of interest,
using the Fourier transform heat surface. It was shown that for a simple Vanilla Re-
current Neural Network architecture used for character prediction as a toy example,
the Fourier heat surface could automatically find a neuron with clear patterns of acti-
vation. This was however not possible to detect for this simple network architecture
utilizing the relevance heat map. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that implementing
a Recurrent Neural Network with Long-Short Term Memory units for word predic-
tion, where more effort was addressed on performance, multiple neurons with clear
patterns with respect to the predicted text could successfully be hypothesized by the
visualization models. It was further established that a set of suggested relevant neu-
rons by one visualizationmodel could to large extent be confirmed to be relevant by the
other visualization models. Finally, one test case revealed that the relevance heatmap
and Fourier transform heat surface could independently hypothesize almost the iden-
tical set of feature-relevant neurons, confirming convergent validity. Other measures
of quality assurance was performed e.g. by showing reliability as well as providing
documentation through pseudo code and open source code to facilitate replicability.
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7.1 Discussion
Even if clear and consistent patterns of neural activity were detected and visualized,
that reasonably reflect actual functionalities of the neurons i.e. according to Defini-
tion 1.7 whether these have an impact on the predictions, it is not justified to assume
that these patterns in fact are corresponding to functionalities. As a matter of fact, it
is not impossible that some of these systematic neuron impulses vanish or gets can-
celled out in succeeding hidden layers of the network. Thus, the proposed models
of visualization do to a large extent answer the defined research question; they repre-
sent neural activity i.e. hidden neuron activations over time when triggered by each
domain entity, transform the representations by calculating relevance scores and the
Fourier transform while extracting neurons, features and bandwidth of interest, and
finally demonstrate how to visualize and explain interpretable patterns with respect to
the text domain of some hidden neurons for the inference process of the RNNs. In ad-
dition, these hypothesized relevant neurons could in many cases be automatically de-
tected. However, since these patterns are not confirmed to represent functionalities by
certainty, even if this is reasonably the case, the research question is not to full extent
satisfactorily answered. This partially answered research question through this work
additionally implies that this work partially contributes with filling the knowledge gap
defined in Section 1.2 Problem. This involves automatically detecting neurons with
functionalities directly related to features in the text domain.

7.2 Future Work
Suggested future work to exhaustively answer the research question, and further fill
the knowledge gap, includes to prove that these patterns of neural activity in fact re-
flect neuron functionalities. This may include visualization of succeeding fully con-
nected layer(s) complemented by simulations where performance is checked upon
in conjunction with systematically removing neurons hypothesized to be relevant for
certain predictions. Moreover, it would not only be interesting to perform simulations
where hypothesized relevant neurons are removed to prove their functionalities as fu-
ture work, but also removing the least relevant neurons. If this results in the same or
better performance, the advantages mentioned in Sections 1.4 Goal and 1.5 Sustain-
ability, Social Benefits and Ethics may be confirmed, i.e. to detect and eliminate re-
dundant Neural Network architecture to save computational power and possibly avoid
overfitting that in turn improves performance. Finally, it might for future work be rel-
evant to extend the feature of interest representation suggested in this work, including
certain instances, syntax patterns and words with specific POS tags, to additionally
represent characteristics of texts e.g. words related to certain topics.
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